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1486: publication of the Malleus Maleficarum; 1492: Columbus occupies Americas. These are the 
dates that signal the culmination of the crisis of the feudal world, as a result of long peasants' 
struggles, and the artisan workers' demand for independence from merchants. Serfdom was coming 
to an end, despite the sustained attempt of rulers to regain power. Globalisation began when the 
European elites annexed America to Europe. With the rise of Protestantism, begging starts being 
seen as a sin and becomes criminalised. 

In the 16th and 17th century population starts being treated as an instrument of wealth creation; this 
changes the general attitude to procreation and fatality. 

A) One explanation for the witch hunt is the attempt to take over the body of women in order to 
control the source of labour. Like the slave trade, the witch hunt became a means to control women, 
to the extent of criminalizing reproductive autonomy. The economic utility of procreation demanded 
the establishment of direct control over the reproductive process. The severity of punishment of 
infanticide arose in the same period, as did capital punishment for abortion. The witch hunt was 
instrumental to the appropriation of women's bodies for the reproduction of the worker. This 
continues up to our day. Even now, the state is fighting to control the production of life, evidently in 
the boom of reproductive technologies and attempts to make reproduction independent from 
women's bodies. 

B) The development of new work discipline and the intensification of labour - despite technology, 
we now work more than ever - begins in the same period as the witch hunt. The elite looks into all 
aspects of life (festivals, community activities) as something to be eliminated as superfluous. An 
attack is waged on all forms of sexuality that is 'unproductive'. The demonisation of female 
sexuality went hand in hand with the new work discipline.

C) The process whereby the work that goes into the reproduction of life is devalued. Every activity 
that is useful to the reproduction of the capacity to work is declared as non-work. With capitalism 
all reproductive activity became feminised, and women become expelled from wage labour. 
Women's labour disappears as work. The division of labour is the basis of a hierarchy o labour 
along gender lines, and wage is the tool of separation. The violence that characterised the relation 
between men and women is embedded in this disparity. The ideology of the witch hunt says that 
there is something wrong with women who have money, in fact the most commonly persecuted 
figure is the prostitute. Witch hunt per se did not cause this devaluation of reproduction; that was 
rather the product of a restructuring of capitalism. Nonetheless, witch hunt was necessary to 
discipline women into this new role, to create new functions and identities. These have naturalised 
women's exploitation, hiding it and making it appear as something of nature. 

The roots of sexism and racism are the same: a situation where you need workers without rights. 
Enslavement is essential to this process of accumulation and these have not been one time events; 
these developments became structural to capitalist society. In the last twenty years you can see 
similar developments. A globalisation based on land expropriation, migration, an increase in the 
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impoverishment of women, mass prostitution, baby markets etc. As a result of present globalising 
drives, there has been an explosion of violence against women. Over the last fifteen years there has 
been a return to witch hunting, in Ghana for instance. The redefinition of the social position of 
women turns the woman into a kind of compensation for the man's loss of power. The woman is a 
new common, seen as the new nature, like water etc, something everyone can go and get. 

The way sexuality is used, the sex industry has been restructured to define aa relationship between 
men and the female body which is violent. 
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 War, Globalization, and Reproduction 
Silvia Federici

First came the foreign bankers eager to lend at extortionate rates; then the financial controllers to 
see that the interest was paid; then the thousands of foreign advisors taking their cut. Finally, when 
the country was bankrupt and helpless, it was time for the foreign troops to 'rescue' the ruler from 
his 'rebellious' people. One last gulp and the country had gone. 
(Pakenham 1991: 126) 

You who hunger, who shall feed you? 
Come to us, we too are starving. 
Only hungry ones can feed you. 
B. Brecht, All or Nothing 

Introduction

As the proliferation of conflicts in Africa, Asia, and the Middle East, and the zest of the US for 
military intervention throughout the 1980s and 1990s demonstrate (1), war is on the global agenda.

In what follows I argue that this is because the new phase of capitalist expansionism that we are 
witnessing requires the destruction of any economic activity not subordinated to the logic of 
accumulation, and this is necessarily a violent process. Corporate capital cannot extend its reach 
over the planet's resources – from the seas to the forests to people's labour, to our very genetic pools 
– without generating an intense resistance worldwide. Moreover, it is in the nature of the present 
capitalist crisis that no mediations are possible, and that development planning in the Third World 
give way to war. (2)

That the connection between integration in the global economy and warfare is not generally 
recognized is due to the fact that globalization today, while in essence continuing the late 
nineteenth-century colonial project, presents itself primarily as an economic programme. Its first 
and most visible weapons are structural adjustment programmes, trade liberalization, privatization, 
and intellectual property rights. All these policies are responsible for an immense transfer of wealth 
from the Third World to the metropoles, but they do not require territorial conquest, and thus are 
assumed to work by purely peaceful means. (3)

Military intervention too is taking new forms, often appearing under the guise of benevolent 
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initiatives, such as "food aid" and "humanitarian relief", or, in Latin America, the "war against 
drugs". A further reason why the marriage between war and globalization – the form that 
imperialism takes today – is not more evident is that most of the new "globalization wars" have 
been fought on the African continent, whose current history is systematically distorted by the media, 
which blame every crisis in it on the Africans' alleged "backwardness", "tribalism", and incapacity 
to achieve democratic institutions.

Africa, War and Structural Adjustment

In reality, the situation in Africa shows the coincidence between the implementation of the 
structural adjustment programmes (SAPs) introduced in the 1980s by the World Bank and the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF), to facilitate the advance of multinational capital in the region, 
and the development of a state of constant warfare. It shows that structural adjustment generates 
war, and war, in turn, completes the work of structural adjustment, as it makes the countries affected 
dependent on international capital, and the powers that represent it, beginning with the US, the 
European Union (EU) and the UN. In other words, to paraphrase Clausewitz, "structural adjustment 
is war by other means."

There are many ways in which "structural adjustment" promotes war. This type of programme was 
imposed by the World Bank and the IMF on most African countries starting in the early 1980s, 
presumably to spur economic recovery and help the African governments pay for the debts which 
they had contracted during the previous decade in order to finance development projects. Among 
the reforms it prescribes are land privatization (beginning with the abolition of communal land 
tenure), trade liberalization (the elimination of tariffs on imported goods), the deregulation of 
currency transactions, the downsizing of the public sector, the defunding of social services, and a 
system of controls that effectively transfers economic planning from the African governments to the 
World Bank and non-governmental organizations (NGOs). (4)

This economic restructuring was presumably meant to boost productivity, eliminate inefficiency, 
and increase Africa's "competitive edge" on the global market. But the opposite has occurred. More 
than a decade after its adoption, local economies have collapsed, foreign investment has not 
materialized, and the only productive activities in place in most African countries are once again, as 
in the colonial period, mineral extraction and export-oriented agriculture, that contributes to the 
gluts in the global market, while Africans do not have enough food to eat.

In this context of generalized economic bankruptcy, violent rivalries have exploded everywhere 
among different factions of the African ruling class, who, unable to enrich themselves through the 
exploitation of labour, are now fighting for access to state power as the key condition for the 
accumulation of wealth. State power, in fact, is the key to the appropriation and sale on the 
international market of either the national assets and resources (land, gold, diamonds, oil, timber), 
or the assets possessed by rival or weaker groups. (5) Thus, war has become the necessary 
underbelly of a new mercantile economy, or (according to some) an "economy of plunder" (Bayart 
et al. 1999), thriving with the complicity of foreign companies and international agencies, who (for 
all their complaints about "corruption") benefit from it.

As in Russia, the World Bank's insistence that everything be privatized has weakened the state, and 
accelerated this process. In the same way, the deregulation of banking activities and currency 
transactions (also demanded by the World Bank) has helped the spread of the drug trade which, 
since the 1980s, has been playing a major role in Africa's political economy, contributing to the 
formation of private armies (Bayart et al. 1999; Williams 1998).

A further source of warfare in Africa has been the brutal impoverishment into which structural 



adjustment has plunged the majority of the population. While intensifying social protest, this, over 
the years, has torn the social fabric as millions of people have been forced to leave their villages and 
go abroad in search of new sources of livelihood; and the struggle for survival has laid the ground-
work for the fomenting and manipulation of local antagonisms and the recruitment of the 
unemployed (particularly the youth), by warring parties. .Many "tribal" and religious conflicts in 
Africa (no less than the "ethnic" conflicts in Yugoslavia) have been rooted in these processes. From 
the mass expulsions of immigrants and religious riots in Nigeria in the early and mid-1980s, to the 
"clan" wars in Somalia in the early 1990s (Chossudovsky 1998), to the bloody wars between the 
state and the fundamentalists in Algeria (Stone 1997), in the background of most contemporary 
African conflicts there have been the World Bank's and the IMF's "conditionalities," that have 
wrecked peoples' lives and undermined the conditions for social solidarity.

There is no doubt, for instance, that the youths who have been fighting the numerous African wars 
of recent years are the same who two decades ago could have been in school, and could have hoped 
to make a living through trade or a job in the public sector, and could have looked at the future with 
the hope of being able to contribute to their families' well-being. Similarly, the appearance of child-
soldiers in the 1980s and 1990s would never have been possible if, in many countries, the extended 
family had not been undermined by financial hardships, and millions of children were not without a 
place to go except for the street and had someone to provide for their needs (Human Rights Watch 
1995).

War has not only been a consequence of economic change; it has also been a means to produce it. 
Two objectives stand out when we consider the prevailing patterns of war in Africa, and the way in 
which warfare intersects with globalization. First, war forces people off the land, i.e. it separates the 
producers from the means of production, a condition for the expansion of the global labor market. 
War also reclaims the land for capitalist use, boosting the production of cash crops and export-
oriented agriculture. Particularly in Africa, where communal land tenure is still widespread, this has 
been a major goal of the World Bank, whose raison d'etre as an institution has been the 
capitalization of agriculture. (6) Thus, it is hard today to see millions of refugees or famine victims 
fleeing their localities without thinking of the satisfaction this must bring to World Bank officers as 
well as agribusiness companies, who surely see the hand of progress working through it.

War also undermines people's opposition to "market reforms" by reshaping the territory and 
disrupting the social networks that provide the basis for resistance. Significant here is the 
correlation – frequent in contemporary Africa – between anti-IMF protest and conflict (Federici 
1992). This is most visible perhaps in Algeria, when the rise of anti-government Islamic 
fundamentalism dates from the anti-IMF uprising of 1988, when thousands of young people took 
over the streets of the capital for several days in the most intense and widespread protest since the 
heyday of the anti-colonial struggle. (7)

External intervention – often seizing local struggles and turning them into global conflicts – has 
played a major role in this context. This can be seen even in the case of military interventions by the 
US that are usually read through the prism of "geo-politics" and the Cold War, such as the support 
given by the Reagan Administration to the governments of Sudan and Somalia, and to UNITA in 
Angola. Both in the Sudan and Somalia SAPs were underway since the early 1980s when both 
countries were among the major recipients of US military aid. In the Sudan, US military assistance 
strengthened the Neimeri regime's hand against the coalition of forces that were opposing the cuts 
demanded by the IMF; even though, in the end, it could not stem the uprising that in 1985 was to 
depose him. In Somalia, US military aid helped Siad Barre's attack on the Isaaks, an episode in the 
ongoing war waged by national and international agencies over the last decade against Africa's 
pastoralist groups (Africa Watch 1990). (8)



In Angola too, US military aid to UNITA served to force the government not just to renounce 
socialism and the help of Cuban troops, but to negotiate with the IMF, and it undoubtedly 
strengthened the bargaining power of the oil companies operating in the country (Sogge 1994: 105).

Food Aid as Stealth Warfare

In many cases, what arms could not accomplish was achieved through "food aid" provided by the 
US, the UN and various NGOs to the refugees and the victims of the famines which the wars had 
produced. Often delivered to both sides of the conflict (as in the Sudan, Ethiopia, and Angola), food 
aid has become a major component of the contemporary neo-colonial war-machine, and the war-
economy generated by it. First, it has entitled international organizations other than the Red Cross 
to claim the right to intervene in areas of conflict in the name of providing relief (in 1988 the UN 
passed a resolution asserting the right of donors to deliver aid) (Macrae and Zwi 1994a: 11-12). (9) 
It is on this basis that the US/UN military intervention in Somalia in 1992-1993 ("Operation Restore 
Hope" ) was justified.

But even when it is not accompanied by troops, the delivery of food aid in a conflict situation is 
always a form of political and military intervention as it prolongs the war by feeding the contending 
armies (often more than the civilian population), it shapes military strategy, and helps the stronger 
party – the one best equipped to take advantage of food distributions – to win (Duffield 1994: 60-
63). This is exactly what took place in the Sudan and Ethiopia in the 1980s, where, by providing 
food aid, the US, the UN and NGOs like CARE became major protagonists in the wars fought in 
these countries. (10)

In addition, food aid contributes to the displacement and the relocation of rural communities, by 
setting up feeding centers organized around the needs of the NGOs; it undermines local agriculture 
by causing the prices of locally marketed produce to collapse; and it introduces a new source of 
warfare, since the prospect of appropriating the large food supplies and selling them locally or 
internationally, provides a new motive for conflict, indeed, the creation of a war-economy, 
especially in countries that have been radically impoverished (Duffield 1994).

So questionable has food assistance been in its effects, so dubious its ability to guarantee people's 
livelihood (which would have been better served by the distribution of agricultural tools and seeds 
and, first of all, by the end of hostilities), that one has to ask whether the true purpose of this 
initiative was not the phasing out of subsistence farming, and the creation of a long-term 
dependence on imported food – both center-pieces of World Bank reform, and conditions for the 
integration of African countries into the global economy. This question is all the more legitimate 
considering that the negative effects of food aid have been well-known since the 1960s, when it 
became the object of much protest and research throughout the Third World. Since then, it has been 
almost an axiom that "you don't help people by giving them food, but by giving them the tools to 
feed themselves," and that even under famine conditions, what people need most to survive is to 
preserve their ability to farm. How the UN and the World Bank could have forgotten this lesson is 
indeed unexplainable, unless we presume that the appearance of food aid in contemporary war-
related operations in Africa has had as one of its major objectives the commercialization of land and 
agriculture and the take-over of the African food markets by international agribusiness.

It must be added that "relief operations,"relying on the intervention of foreign NGOs and aid 
organizations have further marginalised the victims of conflicts and famines, who have been denied 
the right to control the relief activities, while being portrayed all along in the international media by 
the same NGOs as helpless beings unable to care of themselves. Indeed, as Macrae and Zwi point 
out, the only right that has been recognized has been the right of the "donors" to deliver assistance, 
which, as we have seen, has been used (in Somalia in 1992-3) to call for military intervention 



(Macrae and Zwi (a), 1994).

Mozambique: A Paradigm Case of Contemporary War

How war first, and then humanitarian relief can be used to recolonize a country, bring it to the 
market, and break its resistance to economic and political dependence is best seen in the case of 
Mozambique (Hanlon 1991, 1996). Indeed, the war that the Mozambique National Resistance or 
Renamo (a proxy of apartheid South Africa and the US) waged against this country for almost a 
decade (1981-1990) contains all the key elements of today's new globalization wars:

I The destruction of the country's physical and social (re)productive infrastructure to provoke a  
reproduction crisis and enforce economic and political subordination. 
  
This Renamo achieved through (a) the use of systematic terror against the population (massacres, 
enslavement, the infliction of horrendous mutilations) that forced people off their land, and turned 
them into refugees (more than 1 million people were killed in this war); (b) the demolition of roads, 
bridges, hospitals, schools, and above all the destruction of all agricultural activities and assets – the 
basic means of subsistence for a population of farmers. (The case of Mozambique shows the 
strategic significance of "low-intensity warfare", beginning with the use of land-mines, as a means 
to prevent people from going out to farm, and thereby creating a famine situation requiring external 
help.) 
  
II The use of "food aid" delivered to displaced people and victims of famine to ensure compliance  
with economic conditionalities, create long-term food dependency, and undermine a country's  
ability to control its economic and political future. It must not be forgotten that food aid is a great 
boost to US agribusiness, which profits from it twice, first by being relieved of its huge surpluses 
and, later, by profiting from the helped country's dependence on imported food. 
  
III The transfer of decision-making from the state to international organizations and NGOs. So 
thorough was the attack on Mozambican sovereignty that, once it was forced to ask for aid, 
Mozambique had to accept that the NGOs be given the green light in the management of relief 
operations, including the right to enter any part of its territory, and distribute food directly to the 
population, at places of their choice. As Joseph Hanlon has shown in Mozambique: Who calls the 
shots?, the government was hard put to protest the NGOs' politics, even in the case of right-wing 
NGOs, like World Vision, that used the relief distributions for political and religious propaganda; or 
NGOs like CARE that were suspected of collaborating with the CIA. 
  
IV The imposition of impossible peace conditions, such as "reconciliation" and power-sharing with 
Renamo (the Mozambican government's and population's most irreconcilable enemy, responsible 
for many atrocities and the massacre of more than 1 million people) which created the potential for 
permanent destabilization. This "reconciliation" policy, now cynically and widely imposed, from 
Haiti to South Africa, as a "peace-condition" – the political equivalent of the practice of feeding 
both parties in a conflict context – is one of the most telling expressions of the present 
recolonization drive, as it proclaims that people in the Third World should never have the right to 
have peace, and to protect themselves from proven enemies. It also proclaims that not every country 
has the same rights, since the US, or any country of the EU, would never dream of accepting such a 
foul proposition.

Conclusion: From Africa to Yugoslavia and Beyond

The case of Mozambique is not unique. Not only are most African countries practically run by US-
supported agencies and NGOs; the sequence – destruction of infrastructure, imposition of market-



reforms, forced reconciliation with murderous, 'irreconcilable' enemies, destabilization – is found, 
in different degrees and combinations, everywhere in Africa today, to such a point that several 
countries, like Angola and Sudan, are in a state of permanent emergency, where their viability as 
political entities is now in question.

It is through this combination of financial and military warfare that the African people's resistance 
against globalization has so far been held in check, in the same way as it has in Central America (El 
Salvador, Nicaragua, Guatemala, Panama) where throughout the 1980s open US military 
intervention has been the rule.

The difference is that, in Africa, the right of the US/UN to send troops has generally been justified 
in the name of "peacekeeping," "peacemaking" and "humanitarian intervention," possibly because 
under any other condition, a landing of the marines (of the type we have seen in Panama and 
Grenada), would not have been internationally accepted. These interventions, however, are the new 
faces of colonialism, and not in Africa alone. This is a colonialism that aims at controlling policies 
and resources rather than gaining territorial possession, in political terms, a "philanthropic," 
"humanitarian," "foot-loose" colonialism that aims at "governance" rather than "government," for 
the latter involves a commitment to a specific institutional and economic set up, whereas modern-
day free enterprise imperialism wants to maintain its freedom to always choose the institutional set 
up, the economic forms, and the locations best suited to its needs. (11) However, as in the 
colonialism of old, soldiers and merchants are not far apart, as the marriage of food-aid distributions 
and military intervention today again demonstrates.

What is the significance of this scenario for the anti-war movement, and the claim made by this 
article that war is still on the global agenda?

First, that we can expect the situation that has developed in post-adjustment Africa – with its 
mixture of economic and military warfare and the sequencing of structural adjustment-conflict-
intervention – to be reproduced over and over in the coming years throughout the Third World. We 
can also expect to see more wars develop in the former socialist countries, for the institutions and 
forces that are pushing the globalization process find state-owned industry and other remnants of 
socialism as much of an obstacle to "free enterprise" as African communalism.

In this sense, NATO's war against Yugoslavia is likely to be the first example (after that of Bosnia) 
of what is to come, as the end of state-socialism is being replaced by liberalization and the free 
market, NATO's advance to the East providing "the security framework." So close is the relation 
between NATO's "humanitarian intervention" in Yugoslavia and "humanitarian intervention" in 
Africa that relief workers – the ground troops of the contemporary war-machine – were brought 
from Africa to Kosovo, where they have already had the opportunity to assess the relative value of 
African and European lives in the eyes of international organizations, measured by the quality and 
quantity of the resources provided to the refugees.

We should also see that the situation we confront is very different from the imperialism of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century. For the imperialist powers of those days were tied to, and 
responsible for specific, and territorially-defined social, political and infrastructural arrangements. 
Thus, in the imperialist era of the gun-boat and the machine-gun, which could kill thousands of 
people from afar, responsibility for massacres, famines and other forms of mass killing, could 
always be identified. We know, for instance, that it was King Leopold of Belgium who had a 
personal responsibility for the killing of millions of people in the Congo (Hochschild 1998). By 
contrast, today, millions of Africans are dying every year because of the consequences of structural 
adjustment, but no one is held responsible for it. On the contrary, the social causes of death in 
Africa are increasingly becoming as invisible as the invisible hand of the capitalist market (Walton 



and Seddon 1994).

Finally, we have to realize that we cannot mobilize against the bombings alone, nor demand that 
bombing stops and call that "peace". We know from the post-war scenario in Iraq, that the 
destruction of a country's infrastructure produces more deaths than the bombs themselves. What we 
need to learn is that death, hunger, disease and destruction are presently a daily reality for most 
people across the planet. More than that, structural adjustment – the most universal program in the 
Third World today, the one that, in all its forms (including the African Growth and Opportunity 
Act), represents the contemporary face of capitalism and colonialism – is war. Thus, the program of 
the anti-war movement must include the elimination of structural adjustment in all of its many 
forms, if war and the imperialistic project it embodies is to finally come to an end.

End Notes

(1) By a recent count there were 75 countries experiencing some form of war in 1999 (Effe 1999); 
33 of them are to be found in Africa's 43 continental nations. This is the "Fourth World War" against 
the world's poor that Subcomandante Marcos often writes about.

(2) For a description of this new phase of capitalism that emphasizes the disappearance of interclass 
mediations see Federici (1999) and Midnight Notes (1992). The phrase "new enclosures" is used in 
these articles to indicate that the thrust of contemporary capitalism is to annihilate any guarantees of 
subsistence that were recognized by socialist, post-colonial or Keynesian states in the 1950s and 
1960s. This process must be violent in order to succeed.

(3) The immense existing literature on structural adjustment, globalization and neoliberalism has 
amply described this transfer of wealth. See: (Brecher and Costello 1994), (Bello 1994), (Barnet 
and Cavanagh 1994), and (Federici 1999).

(4) The literature on structural adjustment in Africa is also immense. Since the mid-1980s, NGOs 
(both international and domestic) have become essential to the implementation of structural 
adjustment programmes, as they have taken over the areas of social reproduction that the state is 
forced to defund when it is structurally adjusted. As Alex de Waal writes: "...the combination of 
neo-liberalism and advocacy of a 'human face' has created a new role for international NGOs as 
subcontractors in the large-scale delivery of basic services such as health, agricultural extension and 
food rations.... Often, the larger service-delivery NGOs (CARE, Catholic Relief Services, Save the 
Children Fund) have been drawn in when there has been a crisis such as famine or institutional 
collapse, and have stayed on afterwards. In other cases, NGOs have placed advisers in ministries 
(health is the favourite) and occasionally they have even taken over responsibility for entire 
services. The basic drug supply for clinics in the capital of Sudan, primary health care in rural 
Uganda and almost all TB and leprosy programmes in Tanzania are just three of the 'national' health 
programmes largely directed by international NGOs using funds from Euro-American institutional 
donors" (de Waal 1997: 53).

(5) A good example of this plundering of weaker groups is to be found in the Sudan, where, in late 
1980s, the Sudanese government gave the Murahaliin militia, drawn from the Baggara Arabs, the 
right to plunder the cattle wealth of the Dinka. "Their raids were frequent, widespread and 
devastating. The raiders stole livestock, destroyed villages, poisoned wells and killed 
indiscriminately. They were also implicated in enslaving captives. Displaced survivors fled to 
garrison towns, where they were forced to sell their cattle and other assets cheaply" (de Waal 1997: 
94). For more on this process see (Duffield 1994: 54-57).

(6) For an analysis of World Bank policies promoting the capitalization of agriculture in Africa see 



(Caffentzis 1995).

(7) The actual warfare between the government and the Islamic fundamentalists began with the 
government's refusal to recognize the electoral gains of the fundamentalists in early 1992. But the 
roots of the conflict are to be found in the government's harsh response to the 1988 anti-IMF riots. 
See (Stone 1997).

(8) In 1987, Oxfam reported that a European Commission official responded to its request to aid 
pastoralists in Southern Sudan with a self-fulfilling prophesy: "In his view, pastoralism was, in any 
case, non-viable and in decline all over the region". Oxfam went on to comment: "It is important to 
note that USAID, UNICEF, and EEC have all recently expressed similar views concerning 
pastoralism in the South; that it is on the way out and in twenty years would have disappeared 
anyway" (Keen and Wilson 1994: 214).

(9) As de Waal writes: "...the first negotiated agreement on access to a war zone (was) Operation 
Lifeline in Sudan April 1989...(this was) followed in 1991-2 with the concept of 'cross-mandate' 
operations, for example in eastern Ethiopia, where UNHCR, UNICEF and WFP assisted refugees, 
displaced people and impoverished residents without discrimination. The cross-mandate approach 
was further developed in the former Yugoslavia" (de Waal 1997: 69).

(10) One of the most egregious examples of this transformation of aid providers into military 
protagonists is the assistance given by the US and UN in the Ethiopian government's war against 
the Eritrean People's Liberation Front (EPLF) and the Tigray People's Liberation Front (TPLF) in 
the 1980s. The famous "We are the Children" famine of 1984-5 was not caused by drought, 
overpopulation, or improper land use as claimed at the time. Its true cause was the Ethiopian 
government's many offensives against the EPLF and TPLF as well as its resettlement program 
which forcibly moved hundreds of thousands of people from the north to the south of the country 
(during which 50,000 people died). Food relief provided by the US, the UN and various NGOs 
(which totaled almost three billion dollars between 1985 and 1988) was essential for the 
continuation of the Ethiopian government's war effort as well as its resettlement scheme. So 
thorough was the cooperation and complicity between the US, UN and NGO personnel with the 
Ethiopian government that they hid the causes of the famine; they hid the diversion of food aid to 
the military (at most 15% of the aid went to civilians, the rest went to the army), they hid the human 
costs of the resettlement scheme, they accompanied the Ethiopian Army "to gain access to the 
famine areas" and, on top of it, they loudly complained that their humanitarian efforts were being 
hindered when the EPLF or the TPLF recaptured territory! Alex de Waal, a co-director of African 
Rights, has provided us with an in-depth, eye opening account of this travesty (de Waal 1997: 115-
127) which is especially valuable since he was directly involved in the events he reports on.

(11) This is similar to the "new slavery" discussed in Bales (1999) where contemporary slave 
owners in Thailand and Brazil avoid responsibility for their slaves, so that they are "disposable" 
when they become unprofitable.
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Random : Radio Sermonettes
Mormons In Space 

George Caffentzis & Silvia Federici

Space is but Time congealed. An arrangement of Work/Life in integrated sequences. The Earth is 
another Matter however. So why this urge to get out of Earth? To simultaneously destroy it and 
transcend it? 

      Is this capital's nasty little secret: the destruction of the final recalcitrant Body? The in-itself of 
capitalist functionality, the residue of a billion years of noncapitalist formation . . . why should there 
be Mountains here, Rivers there and an Ocean exactly here after all? 

      Why indeed space shuttles, space colonies mixed with such a density of bombs, bombs and still 
more bombs . . . to destroy the Earth n-times over as if to assure not the least roach existence. Why 
the simultaneous attempt to re-code the chromosomes and the neural system? 

      Why if not to define a truly capitalist BEING, in a purely capitalist plasm and a final purely 
capitalist sequence of work events. Weightless, formless neuro systems unwebbed and ready for 
infinite rewebbing. 

      Why if not a search for a being unprogrammed by millenia shifting at the bottom of a ton of 
oxygen luging all this weight around, this gravity against work. 

      Space is ultimately the obstacle of Time . . . Bergson got it wrong . . . Luckacs too . . . 
capitalism is not the spatialization of Time but rather the temporalization of Space, the dissolving of 
distance, of the Just-Thereness of where we come from. 

      "Outer space" is not Space as we know it, but a final merging with the relations of time. It is 
lusted for not because of the minerals on Mars - no more than the gold and silver in the rivers of the 
Caribbean isles was - but what they can do to you on Mars when they get you there. 

      This is why the working class is so archaic, such a malfunctioning machine. The early 
Hobbesians were only partly right: Humans are not Machines but only poor copies of them. Their 
desires are too limited and then again too wide. They have a desperation for a housework built on a 
million years of non-capitalist pleasures and pains and a revulsion of their own archaicness that is 
too arbitrary. 

      The Lebensraum of Hitler was really an Arbeitsraum that required an immense destruction of 
"leben" to achieve and then finally failed. So too with porcelain tiles glued on, computers in a soap 
opera of "You don't understand me": the return of the space shuttle is heralded with a desperation 
that you wonder at this desire for a biologically pure realm, freed from the seasonal, diurnal and 
lunar cycles, airless, weightless and open to infinite reductions. 

      This has always been capital's fatal attraction: its indifference to Space. For the Here-Now 
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disappears when your essential problem is not what I need, desire and want now but what another 
needs, desires or wants of what I need, desire or want. The Here vanishes in an abstracted There-
Here-There. 

      You can see capital from its space stations looking down . . . "Those poor, slightly crazed 
machines! Their needs have been so thoughtlessly defined, their sexuality is inconsiderate, and their 
desires are fixed by biochemical cycles so local that they make you want to cry! When will we 
finally be able to rid ourselves of these Bodies?" 

      If one tried to define the Zeitgeist breathing through the New Right today one would be 
confronted with a seemingly undecipherable puzzle. On the one side these are the spokesmen for a 
scientific and technological revolution that a few years ago would have smacked of science fiction: 
gene-splicing, DNA computers, time-compression techniques, space colonies. At the same time the 
circles of the New Right have witnessed a revival of religious tendencies and moral conservatism 
that one would have thought was buried once and for all with "our" Puritan Founding Fathers. 
Falwell's Moral Majority is the most vocal of this return to the values of Calvin and Cotton Mather, 
but by far not the only one. Wherever you turn, Godfearing, Satan-minded groups, detemmined to 
reshape the country on the model of the Puritan colonies, are sprawling like mushrooms: Christian 
Voice, Pro-Family Forum, National Prayer Campaign, Eagle Forum, Right to Life Commission, 
Fund to Restore an Educated Electorate, Institute for Christian Economics. Seen in its general 
contours, then, the body of the New Right seems stretching in two opposite directions, attempting at 
once a bold leap into the past and an equally bold leap into the future. 

      The puzzle increases when we realize that these are not separate sects, but in more than one way 
they involve the same people and the same money. Despite a few petty squabbles and a few pathetic 
contortions to keep up the "pluralism" facade, the hand that sends the shuttle into orbit or 
recombines mice and rabbits is the same that is fretfully pushing for gays to be sent to the stake and 
is drawing a big cross not just through the 20th, but the l9th and 18th centuries, too. 

      To what extent the Moral Majority and Co. and the science futurologists are one soul, one 
mission, is best seen, if not in the lives of their individual spokesmen (though the image of the 
"electronic minister" and of a President who in the same breath blesses God and calls for stepped up 
nerve-gas production and the neutron bomb are good evidence of this marriage}, then in the 
harmony of intent they display when confronted with the "key issues" of the time. When it comes to 
economic and political matters, all shreds of difference drop off and both souls of the New Right 
pull money and resources towards their common goals. Free-Market, laissez-faire economics (for 
business, of course), the militarization of the country (what is called "building a strong military 
defense"), bolstering "intemal security," i.e., giving the FBI and CIA free rein to police our daily 
life, cutting all social spending except that devoted to building prisons and ensuring that thousands 
will fill them; in a word, asserting U.S. capital's ownership of the world and setting "America" to 
work at the minimum wage (or below) are goals for which all the New Right would swear on the 
Bible. 

      A clue to understanding the double soul of the New Right is to realise that its mixture of 
reactionary social policies and scientific boldness is not a novelty in the history of capitalism. If we 
look at the beginning of capital - the 16th and 17th century to which the Moral Majority would so 
happily return - we see a similar situation in the countries of the "take off." At the very time when 
Galileo was pointing his telescope to the moon, and Francis Bacon was laying the foundations of 
scientific rationality, women and gays by the thousands were burnt on the stake throughout Europe, 
with the universal blessing of the modernizing (sic) European intelligentsia. 

      A sudden craze? An inexplicable fall into barbarism? In reality, the witch hunt was part and 



parcel of that attempt at "human perfectibility" that is commonly acknowledged as the dream of the 
fathers of modem rationalism. For the thrust of the emerging capitalist class towards the domination 
and exploitation of nature would have remained a dead letter without the concomitant creation of a 
new type of individual whose behavior would be as regular, predictable and controllable as that of 
the newly discovered natural laws. To achieve this purpose one had to destroy that magical 
conception of the world that, e.g., make the Indians in the overseas colonies believe that it was a 
sacrilege to mine the earth, or in the heart of Europe assured the proletariat that people could fly, be 
in two places at the same time, divine the future and (most important) that on some "unlucky days" 
all enterprise had to be carefully avoided. The witch hunt, moreover, ensured the control over the 
main source of labor, the woman's body, by criminalizing abortion and all forms of contraception as 
a crime against the state. Finally, the witch hunt was functional to the reorganization of family life, 
i.e., the restructuring of reproduction that accompanied the reorganization of work on a capitalistic 
basis. On the stake died the adulteress, the woman of "ill repute," the lesbian, the woman who lived 
alone, or lacked "maternal spirit" or had illegitimate children. On the stake ended many beggars, 
who had impudently launched their curses against the refusal of some "ale and bread." For in the 
"transition" to capitalism it was primarily the woman, especially the woman in rebellion, (destined 
to depend on a man for her survival) who became pauperised. The fathers of modem rationalism 
approved; some even complained that the state did not go far enough. Notoriously, Bodin insisted 
that the witches should not be "mercifully" strangled before being given to the flames. 

      That today we find a similar situation prevailing in the USA is an indication of the depth of 
capital's crisis. Always - in its beginning as, we would hope, in its end - when uncertain of its 
foundations, capital goes down to basics. At present this means attempting a bold technological leap 
which on one side (at the developing pole of production) concentrates capital and automates work 
to an unprecedented degree and, on the other, consigns millions of workers to either wagelessness 
(unemployment) or to employment in intensive-labor types of jobs, paid at minimum rates, on the 
model of the much acclaimed "workforce." This involves, however, a reorganization of the process 
whereby labor is reproduced - a project in which women are expected to play a most crucial role. 

      The institutionalization of repression and self-discipline along the line of the Moral Majority 
and the New Christian right is today required for both ends of the working class spectrum: For those 
who are destined to temporary, part-time subsistence level of wages (accompanied by long hours of 
work or a perennial quest for jobs) as well as for those who are elected to a "meaningful wage" 
working with the most sophisticated equipment capital's technologists are now able to produce. That 
the holy trinity of God/Work/ Family is always crucial in times of repression is a well-tested truth 
capital has never forgotten. What could be more productive than a life of isolation, where the only 
relations we have with each other are relations of reciprocal discipline: Daddy controlling Mommy, 
Mommy teaching the children that life is hard and survival problematic, neighbors getting together 
to keep the neighborhood "clean," sociality shrinking to those occasions that help us find or keep a 
job? And if life is pain there is always God, in whose name you can even justify nuclear war against 
the infidels who, like the rebellious Sodomites, deserve to be wiped out from the face of the earth 
(even if a few of the righteous get wiped out too). And you can even justify a nuclear war that will 
wipe out yourself too: after all, what's the big deal about life if you have already accepted to bargain 
cancer for a wage, renounce all your desires and postpone your fulfillment to another world? 

      Let us not be mistaken. Weinberger needs Jerry Falwell, as does Reagan. From Wall Street to 
the Army, all capital's utopias are predicated on an infinitesimal micropolitics at the level of the 
body, curbing our animal spirits and redefining the meaning of that famous Pursuit of Happiness 
that (so far at least) has been the biggest of all constitutional lies. And Jerry Falwell is even more 
needed for the development of the high-tech (computer, information, energy, genetic) worker who - 
unlike those at the lower echelons of the working class - cannot be run by the stick (in case God 
failed); for the damage he can do (should he slip in his duty) is infinitely greater, because the 
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machines he works with are infinitely more costly. 

      What the launching of high-tech industry needs mostly today is a technological leap in the 
human machine - a big evolutionary step creating a new type of worker to match capital's 
investment needs. What are the faculties required by the new being our futurologists advocate? A 
look at the debate on space colonies is revealing in this respect. All agree, first of all, that the main 
impediment today to the development of human colonies in space is bio-social rather than 
technological, i.e., you may be able to glue the space shuttle's tiles together but gluing the right 
space worker-technician is a project that even the present genetic breathroughs are far from having 
solved. An individual is needed who can: 

· endure social isolation and sensory deprivation for long periods of time without breaking down, 
· perform "perfectly" in an extremely hostile/alien and artificial environment and under enormous 
stress, 
· achieve a superb control of his bodily functions (consider: it takes an hour to shit in space!) and 
psychological reactions (anger, hate, indecisiveness), our all-too-human frailties which can be 
disastrous in the fragile, vulnerable world of life in space, 
· demonstrates total obedience, conformity and receptivity to commands, for there can be little 
tolerance for social deviations and disagreements when the most minute act of sabotage can have 
catastrophic consequences to the very costly, complex and powerful equipment entrusted in their 
hands. 

      Indeed, not only will the space technician have a quasi-religious relation to his machine but he 
himself must become more and more machine-like, achieving a perfect symbiosis with his computer 
which, in the long nights of space, is often his only and always his most reliable guide, his 
companion, his buddy, his friend. 

      The space worker, then, must be a highly ascetic type, pure in body and soul, perfect in his 
performance, obedient like a well-wound clock and extremely fetishistic in his mental modes. 
Where is this gem most likely bred? In a fundamentalist type religious sect. To put it in the words of 
biologist Garrett Harding: 

      What group would be most suitable to this most recent Brave New World (the space colony)? 
Probably a religious group. There must be unity of thought and the acceptance of discipline. But the 
colonists couldn't be a bunch of Unitarians or Quakers, for these people regard the individual 
conscience as the best guide to action. space colonies' existence would require something more like 
the Hutterites or the Mormons for its inhabitants . . . integration could not be risked on this delicate 
vessel, for fear of sabotage and terrorism. Only "purification" would do. 

      Not surprisingly, a few days after landing, the first space shuttle astronauts were greeted by 
Elder Neal Maxwell at the Mormon Tabernacle. 'We honor tonight men who have seen God in all 
his majesty and power,' he said and the 6000 member congregation responded, "Amen." 

      The fight between creationism and evolutionism is just an internal capitalist squabble as to what 
are the most adequate means of control. Until our social biologists and genetic engineers - the heros 
of today's scientific breakthrough - have found the means to create a perfect robot, the whip will do, 
particularly in an age still infected with the anarchic ideologies of the '60s, when a lot of bad germs 
have already been implanted in children and parents alike. 

      Moreover, the asceticism, self-control, the flight from the earth and the body which is the 
substance of puritan teaching is the best soil in which capital's scientific and economic plans can 
flourish. Indeed, today, more consciously than ever, in its attempt to relocate itself on safer shores, 



capital is embracing the dream of all religion: the overcoming of all physical boundaries, the 
reduction of the individual human being to an angel-like creature, all soul and will. In the creation 
of the electronic/space worker, the priest of scientific exploration-exploitation of the universe, 
capital is fighting once again its historic battle against matter, attempting to break at once both the 
boundaries of the earth and the boundaries of "human nature" which, in its present form, present 
irreducible limits that must be overcome. 

      The thrust to the organization of industries in space and the dematerialization of the body go 
together. For the former cannot be accomplished without the remolding of a whole nexus of needs, 
wishes, desires, that are the product of billions of years of material evolution on the planet and 
which up to now have been the material conditions of bio-social reproduction - the blues, the 
greens, the nipple, the balls, the hair of the anus, the texture of oranges, beef, carrots, the wind and 
sea smell, the day light, the need for physical contact, SEX!!! 

      The dangers of sexuality are emblematic of the obstacles capital encounters in the attempt to 
create a totally self-controlled being, capable of spending nights and nights alone, talking just to his 
computer, with his mind focused on nothing but the screen. Can you afford to be homy or lonely in 
space? Can you afford to be jealous or have a marital breakdown?? 

      What's the right attitude in this respect is indicated by a report on the South Pole Station in 
Antarctica that ostensibly was set up to study meteorological, astronomical and geographical 
conditions at the pole, but in reality is a big center for human experimentation: the study of human 
beings in conditions approaching that of space (isolation for many months, lack of sensuous contact, 
etc.). This report states: 

      As for sexual relations . . . all candidates were warned of the "dangers" of sexual liaisons under 
the supercharged conditions here. Celibacy was the best course... men think of nothing but sex for 
the first few weeks, then it is submerged until nearly the end of the winter. One worker reported, 
"You just basically put it out of your mind. You are working all the time; there is no privacy." 

      Celibacy, AIDS, abstinence: it is the last step in a long process whereby increasingly capital has 
decreased the sensuous-sexual content of our lives and encounters with people, substituting the 
mental image for the physical touch. Centuries of capitalist discipline have gone a long way toward 
producing individuals who shrink from others for fear of touch. (See the way we live our social 
spaces: buses, trains, each passenger closed in its own space, its own body, keeping well-defined, 
though invisible boundaries; each person its own castle.) This physical as well as emotional 
isolation from each other is the essence of capitalist cooperation. But it - as well as the 
dematerialization of all forms of our life - finds culmination in the inhabitant of the future space 
colony whose success depends on his ability to become a pure, totally purified angel - who does not 
fuck, does not require the sensuous stimulations which are our daily nourishment on earth, but can 
live by solely feeding on its self-sufficient, self-centered will power. 

      Increasing the abstractness of the enemy body, reducing the person you destroy to a blip on a 
video machine: this is another essential element of death production which is likely to be the central 
product of space industrialization. Indeed, electronic war can become so abstract that unless your 
image is put into the video screen you're likely to forget that you can be destroyed yourself. The 
abstractness of the object of aggression is the essence of the lesson that is being taught to 
fundamentalist youth, who from an early age are told that all "deviants" are the same - perfectly 
interchangeable - as equal expressions of the abstract powers of evil. 

      Communism = Homosexuality = Drugs = Promiscuousness = Subversion = Terrorism = 
Lesbianism = . . . = Satan. From this point of view, all questions of "who," "what," "where" and 



"when" become irrelevant: a good practice for a politics of repression, and an excellent one for a 
policy of massive nuclear destruction, which requires building a type of being who can accept the 
destruction of millions of bodies as an unpleasant, perhaps, but nevertheless necessary goal to 
cleanse the earth from all social deviation and struggle - a pollution much worse in the eyes of the 
fundamentalist than strontium 90. 

      To achieve this, a strategy of systematic isolation is necessary: breaking all bonds between 
ourselves and others and distancing ourselves even from our own body. The electronic church 
completely dematerializes the healer, who becomes a cool image duplicated on thousands of screens 
or a "personal" comment in a letter written by a computer. One's main "feedback' with the preacher 
is the monetary one: you send your money and he begins to pray for you. If you fall back on the 
payments, the prayers begin to lose their fervor until they end with the "final notice." 

      With the electronic preacher, social relations become so abstract that they are virtually 
substituted by an image: the radio-TV sermon serves the same function as the home computer for 
the high tech family: reproducing for you, in a purified-disembodied form, the relations/experiences 
of which you have been deprived in day-to-day life. They substitute dangerous - because 
unpredictable - human encounters with a gadget produced sociality that can be turned off and shut 
down at will. It goes directly to the soul without passing through the body: clean, efficient, 
infinitely available at all hours of day and night. (In fact it can be recorded and replayed whenever 
you want - time, too, not only space, is won!!!) 

      Living with the machine, becoming like a machine: a desexualized angel, moving in the 
interstices of the engine, perfectly integrating work-space and life space as in the astronauts' pod, 
infinitely weightless because purified of the force of gravity, of all human desires/temptations - the 
ancient refusal of work finally negated. Capital's old dream of "human perfectibility" that loomed so 
prominent in the 16th and 17th century utopias, from Bacon to Descartes, seems ready at hand. Not 
only can we now answer the famous Puritan question, "What do the angels do in heaven?" but we 
even know how they feel. Here it's Wally Shirra talking: 

      Feeling weightless ... I don't know, it's so many things together. A feeling of pride, of healthy 
solitude, of dignified freedom from everything that's dirty, sticky. You feel exquisitely comfortable, 
that's the word for it, exquisitely . . . You feel comfortable and you feel you have so much energy, 
such an urge to do things, such an ability to do things. And you work well, yes, you think well, you 
move well, without sweat, without difficulty, as if the biblical curse In the sweat of thy face and in 
sorrow no longer exists. As if you've been born again. 

      How petty life on earth seems from such heights . . . No wonder capital is so careless with our 
earthly home, so eager to destroy it - the big bang of nuclear explosion - destroying in one second 
millions of tons of matter - the perfect embodiment of the victory of the spirit over the earth-matter 
- as creative as the first act of God! Big Bang Big Phallus . reduced to its pure, power-hungry 
essence, fucking this rotting Earth in its god-like aspiration to be free from all constraints. Faust in 
an angel/astronaut/spaceworker face, a superman who does not need any-body, neither his own nor 
another's, to have his will, not just on earth but in the universe as well. 

      A society of angels, ruled by God, and motivated by purely spiritual-religious-patriotic 
concerns. The adventure of space colonization will not be a "New America" in the sense of being 
the dumping ground of castaways, misfits and slaves. The need for total identification with the 
work-project, total obedience, total self-discipline and self-control, is so high that, according to 
NASA, even the old forms of reward should be immediately ruled out: 

      High monetary incentive should not be used for space colonization recruiting because it attracts 
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the wrong people. Furthermore, it would be unhealthy for the community as well as for the 
individuals concerned to make efforts to retain 'misfits' in the extraterrestrial community. It would 
be healthier to return them to Earth, even though this might seem more expensive. 

      Work without a wage. It is the essential capitalist utopia where the work and repression becomes 
its own reward, and all the refusers are cast out into the cold stellar night. We have finally reached 
their limit.
SEMIOTEXT[E] USA           Thought Crime         E=±mc²=Thé Ðëòxÿríßøñµçlëìç HÿÞêrdïmèñsîøñ
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In the dozens of countries where the International Monetary Fund and World Bank have imposed 
Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs), people have not been passive when they experience 
deterioration in their standards of living, reduced access to public services, devastated 
environments, and plummeting employment prospects. The pages of newspapers, magazines, and 
academic journals (those that can survive in depressed economies) have been filled with damning 
analysis of structural adjustment. More importantly, people have been organizing to combat the 
pillaging of their lands and livelihoods. This organizing has resulted in mass movements and 
protests on every continent, but they are not often reported in the mainstream press. A selection of 
notable struggles in the last 20 years of fighting structural adjustment follows.

- ALGERIA
October 1988: More than 200 people are killed in rioting against high prices and unemployment in 
wake of SAP.
- BENIN
January-June 1989: Students at the University of Cotonou go on strike, paralyzing the institution for 
six months, in protest of nonpayment of grants for several months and the government's intention to 
stop paying them altogether in 1989 as part of SAP reforms. Teachers strike begins in April, with 
demands for payment of four months' salary arrears, the withdrawal of the 50 percent reduction in 
their salaries (part of IMF mandates), the unconditional liberation of all teachers, pupils, and 
students held during the strike and the reintegration of 401 teachers dismissed in March for striking.
- BOLIVIA
March 1985: A general strike is called by labor unions, with the support of many agricultural 
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workers, against government's sharp increase in food and gasoline prices as part of its IMF-
designed SAP. Troops and riot police are called out. Unions accept government's offer to increase 
basic minimum wage by more than four-fold along with other wage increases.
April 2000: Mass protests against World Bank-inspired plans by the Bolivian government to 
privatize water supplies; at least seven protesters are killed by police. Government eventually backs 
down on privatization plan.
September-October 2000: Widespread rebellion by small farmers-who feel the government is 
corrupt and is ignoring the rural population-is met by government repression: more than ten people 
are killed and dozens are wounded by police and military. Government of President Hugo Banzer 
eventually makes concessions in an attempt to quell the persistent rebellion.
- ECUADOR
March 1987: Students in Quito clash with riot policemen during protests against government's SAP.
October 1987: Workers in Ecuador firebomb a bank and block streets with tires during one-day 
general strike against SAP.
June-August 1999: A broad coalition of civil society organizations, led by indigenous peasants, rise 
up to demand the curtailment of austerity measures imposed after the IMF's emergency 
interventions in the wake of weather catastrophes, further destabilizing the government.
January 2000: Indigenous people march on Quito to demand an end to austerity programs and more 
responsive government. After taking over the parliament building and allying with key members of 
the military, the indigenous organizations succeed in forcing the resignation of President Jamil 
Mahuad. Betrayal by the head of the armed forces leads to the vice-president taking over leadership 
rather than a government of national reconciliation.
- JAMAICA
January 1985: Demonstrators across the country protest the government's decision to raise fuel 
prices in accordance with an SAP that began with a 1982 World Bank loan that was renegotiated in 
November 1984.
- JORDAN
April 1989: Riots over increased food prices erupt throughout southern Jordan shortly after 
announcement of SAP agreed to with IMF. At least five protesters are killed by police.
August 1996: Riots break out in Karak and other southern cities after IMF demands removal of 
subsidies, resulting in tripling of price of bread. King suspends Parliament when it refuses to 
support price hikes. Protesters also target Ministry of Education because of hike in school fees 
connected with IMF program.
- MEXICO
January 1994: Zapatista Army of National Liberation begins insurrection against NAFTA and SAP-
style policies of the PRI government. The insurrection destabilizes the government and these 
policies.
- NIGER
February 1990: Students at University of Niamey boycott classes to protest adoption of reductions 
in educational funding mandated by SAP. During the course of a peaceful demonstration police fire 
on demonstrators killing three (according to official police sources) or 14 (according to student 
leaders). Many others are wounded.
- NIGERIA
May 1986: Roughly twenty students and bystanders at Ahmadu Bello University (ABU) in Zaria are 
massacred by security forces after staging peaceful protests over impending introduction of SAP. 
More students are killed in protests against SAP and the ABU massacre during the following days at 
Kaduna Polytechnic, the University of Benin, and the University of Lagos.
April 1988: Students demonstrate at 33 universities against fuel price increase demanded by IMF-
inspired SAP.
May-June 1989: Dozens of people are killed and hundreds are arrested in riots and strikes against 
SAP in Lagos, Benin City, and Port Harcourt. Government is forced to offer a welfare program 
called an "SAP Relief Package," the establishment of a mass transit scheme and a "People's Bank," 



and a review of the minimum wage.
March-May 1990: Students and faculty on campuses nationwide protest government's decision to 
accept a $150 million university restructuring loan from the World Bank, especially conditions 
requiring closure of many departments and programs. The military government stages armed 
assaults and hundreds of arrests, with hundreds more expelled from the university system. May 
1992: Students at Universities of Ibadan and Lagos protest against implementation of SAP, which 
they accuse of being responsible for the deterioration of campus facilities and education programs 
as well as the doubling of transport prices. Police respond by shooting demonstrators, wounding at 
least five. Battles between young antigovernment demonstrators and police in Lagos leave at least 
three dead and hundreds injured. The IMF and World Bank made the removal of subsidies and 
probable increase of the price of gasoline the main imperative in its negotiations with the Nigerian 
government.
- PARAGUAY
June 1999: A 48-hour general strike is called on June 22 in response to the government's plans to 
privatize its telephone, water, and railroad companies. The privatizations are conditions of an IMF 
program that Paraguay must meet in order to access $400 million in World Bank loans. Police meet 
the protesters with violence almost immediately, resulting in 20 injuries and at least 10 arrests. 
About 300 protesters in Fernando de la Mora are dispersed by police with water cannons.
- RUSSIA
December 1993: Coalition of parties opposed to the neoliberal reform (SAP) measures of the 
Yeltsin government win a majority in parliamentary elections.
- SUDAN
October-November 1987: Steep currency devaluation and price hikes resulting from arrangements 
with both the IMF and World Bank lead to demonstrations by about 15,000 in Khartoum to 
denounce the IMF. Students at the University of Khartoum occupy buildings, leading to eventual 
closure of the institution. Street violence and arrests follow.
- TRINIDAD
July 28-August 2, 1990: The Society of Muslims assaults government headquarters and takes 
President Robinson and other members of the cabinet hostage, demanding an end to IMF-imposed 
economic austerity measures. Riots and looting follow the assault in Port of Spain; at least 50 
people are killed.
- UGANDA
December 1990: Students at Makerere University protest the government for cutting stationery and 
travel allowances arising from a World Bank-imposed SAP. Police fire into a crowd of protesting 
students, killing two.
- VENEZUELA
February 28-March 2,1989: About 600 people are killed and more than 1,000 are wounded in 
rioting over economic measures, including sharp increases in fuel and public transport prices, 
imposed to satisfy the IMF and World Bank. President Perez, as one of his first acts in office, signed 
a letter of intent with the IMF putting into place an SAP on February 23.
February 1992: Coup attempt by middle-level military officers- widely supported by the population-
fails. The economic goal of the coup's protagonists was the end of Venezuela's SAP. Leader of the 
coup attempt, Hugo Chavez, is elected President in 1999.
- ZAIRE (now DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO)
March 1985: Students at Mbanza Ngungu and Mbuji Mai Universities criticize cuts in higher 
education budget adopted by the government in compliance with IMF's SAP.
- ZAMBIA
January-February 1987: Food price riots in the northern copper mining district in response to an 
SAP announced in December 1986 eventually lead to program's suspension.
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Donne  , Globalizzazione   
e il Movimento Internazionale delle Donne 

di Silvia Federici

               Manifestazione di donne Curde

Introduzione 
Immagini di donne che stringono a sé i propri bambini tra macerie che un tempo erano le loro case, 
che lottano per ricrearsi una vita al di sotto dei tendoni dei campi profughi, o che lavorano in 
condizioni prossime alla schiavitù (lavoro nero, case di tolleranza, lavoro domestico all'estero) sono 
da anni ormai una miniera di risorse per notiziari e titoli di stampa. 
Le cifre relative alla condizione femminile, in primo luogo nei paesi del "Terzo Mondo", 
supportano la storia di vittimizzazione raccontata da tali immagini (1) al punto tale che la 
"femminizzazione della povertà" è divenuta una vera categoria sociologica ( Jackson 1992-1993: 
137-139; Lindsay 1997:144 ). Tuttavia, i fattori determinanti una simile deteriorizzazione delle 
condizioni di vita delle donne- che ironicamente coincide con un accesissimo intervento 
istituzionale inteso a migliorarne il destino (2) -non risultano del tutto comprensibili neppure in 
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molti circuiti femministi. 
Tra i sociologi femministi si è andata consolidando la convinzione che le donne paghino un "costo 
sproporzionato" per l'entrata dei loro paesi nel sistema economico globale. Ma le cause di tale 
situazione non vengono discusse con altrettanta prontezza, oppure vengono sbrigativamente 
attribuite alle attitudini patriarcali delle agenzie internazionali che presiedono la globalizzazione. 
Per questo, alcune organizzazioni femministe hanno proposto una nuova "marcia attraverso le 
istituzioni" per influenzare lo sviluppo globale e sensibilizzare le agenzie finanziarie alle questioni 
di genere ( Wichterich 2000: 153-154, 159-160; Porter and Judd 1999: 196 ); mentre altre si sono 
invece trasformate in gruppi di pressione affinché i governi aderiscano alle raccomandazioni delle 
Nazioni Unite o delle ONG riconosciute dall'ONU, partendo dall'assunto di base che la strategia più 
efficace sia la "partecipazione". 

In questo saggio si intende criticare quest'analisi, sostenendo invece che la globalizzazione è così 
catastrofica soprattutto nei confronti delle donne non tanto perché manovrata da agenzie dominate 
da uomini, sordi ai bisogni delle donne, quanto piuttosto in virtù dei traguardi che essa si prefigge di 
raggiungere. Lo scopo della globalizzazione consiste infatti nel conferire al capitale corporativo un 
controllo totale sul lavoro e le risorse naturali espropriando i lavoratori di qualsivoglia mezzo di 
sussistenza che possa fornire una piattaforma di resistenza a tale sfruttamento. 
In quanto tale, non può realizzarsi se non attraverso un sistematico attacco alle condizioni materiali 
di riproduzione e ai soggetti che ne sono principalmente interessati: nella gran parte dei paesi, le 
donne. Inoltre, le donne vengono vittimizzate in quanto colpevoli dei due reati capitali che la 
globalizzazione è chiamata a debellare. Sono loro infatti, che con le loro battaglie hanno contribuito 
per prime a "valorizzare" il lavoro dei propri figli e delle proprie comunità, lanciando una sfida alle 
gerarchie sessuali su cui l'accumulazione del capitale ha prosperato, e forzando lo stato ad 
espandere i propri investimenti nella riproduzione della forza-lavoro (3). 
Sono state sempre loro le principali sostenitrici di un uso non-capitalistico delle risorse naturali 
(terra, acqua, foreste ) e di un'agricoltura di sussistenza, ostacolando una totale 
commercializzazione della "natura" e la distruzione delle ultime "comuni" sopravvissute (Steady 
1993; Shiva 1994; Kuma 1997; Matsui 1999 ) (4) . 
E' per tali motivi che la globalizzazione in tutte le sue forme- riadattamenti strutturali, 
liberalizzazione del mercato, guerra fredda - è nella sua intima essenza una guerra contro le donne, 
particolarmente accanita contro quelle del Terzo Mondo; una guerra che mina l'esistenza e 
l'autonomia delle donne proletarie di tutte le regioni della terra, incluse sia quelle dei paesi ex-
socialisti, che di quelli a "capitalismo avanzato". 
Ne consegue che qualunque miglioramento della posizione sociale della donna debba precedere la 
lotta contro la globalizzazione e la delegittimazione delle agenzie e dei programmi che sostengono 
un'espansione globale del capitale ( a partire dal Fondo Monetario Internazionale ( FMI) della 
Banca Mondiale ( BM ) e dell'Organizzazione del Mercato Mondiale ( OMM ) ). 
In contrasto, ogni tentativo di potenziamento della condizione della donna attraverso riforme o 
"sessualizzazione" delle agenzie internazionali non è soltanto destinato al fallimento, quanto ad 
avere un effetto mistificatore, permettendo a tali agenzie di cooptare alle battaglie che le donne 
stanno conducendo contro il programma neo-liberale, per la costituzione di un'alternativa non-
capitalista (5). 

Globalizzazione: un attacco alla riproduzione 
Per comprendere il perché la globalizzazione vada intesa come guerra alle donne è necessario 
innanzitutto interpretare "politicamente" tale processo in qualità di strumento utilizzato per 
sconfiggere la resistenza dei lavoratori attraverso l'espansione globale del mercato del lavoro. In 
altre parole, si deve guardare alla globalizzazione non in quanto processo autonomo, ma piuttosto 
come risposta al ciclo di lotte che, a partire dal movimento anti-colonialista, per continuare poi con 
il Black Power e il Movimento Femminista, ha sfidato tra gli anni '60 e '70 la divisione 
internazionale e sessuale del lavoro, conducendo non soltanto ad una crisi storica dei profitti, ma ad 



una vera e propria rivoluzione sociale. 
Le battaglie delle donne - contro la dipendenza dagli uomini, per il riconoscimento del lavoro 
domestico come lavoro vero e proprio, per l'espansione dei propri mezzi di sussistenza, contro le 
gerarchie razziali e sessuali - hanno rappresentato un aspetto cruciale della crisi - ragione per la 
quale la donna è stata uno speciale bersaglio della ricostruzione economica globale. 
Non è un caso, infatti, se tutti i programmi associati alla globalizzazione ( adattamenti strutturali, 
liberalizzazione del mercato, distruzione degli assetti economici e delle risorse naturali ) hanno 
riportato effetti particolarmente negativi proprio sulle donne. I Programmi di Adattamento 
Strutturale (PAS), ad esempio, sebbene promossi come mezzi di ripresa economica, sono stati per 
queste estremamente deleteri, in quanto non c'è quasi nessuna clausola dei PAS che non abbia leso 
la vita delle donne, e non le abbia inabilitate a riprodurre sé stesse e le proprie famiglie. Uno dei 
principali obiettivi dei PAS consiste nella "razionalizzazione" dell'agricoltura, ad esempio con la sua 
commercializzazione e riorganizzazione sulle basi dell'esportazione (Caffentzis 1995). Ciò si 
traduce in un' ulteriore conversione di terra coltivabile in lotti in vendita, e lo sradicamento delle 
donne che nel mondo sono le principali coltivatrici dirette ai fini della mera sussistenza. 
Anche qui le donne hanno pagato il prezzo più caro, non solo perché tristemente note come le prime 
ad essere licenziate, ma anche perché un limitato accesso alle cure mediche e all'educazione dei figli 
può significare per loro la differenza che intercorre tra la vita dalla morte ( Thurshen 1991; Iyun 
1995 ). Anche la costituzione della cosiddetta linea d'assemblea globale, la quale si alimenta del 
lavoro di giovani donne assunte da compagni fuggiaschi in cerca di facili guadagni, s'inserisce di 
fatto in questa guerra alle donne e alla riproduzione. Ciò non vuole necessariamente significare che 
il lavoro industriale per il mercato globale non può rappresentare un'opportunità per una maggiore 
autonomia, come suggeriscono infatti alcune scrittrici femministe ( Susan, Joekes 1995). Ma non 
andrebbe neppure dimenticato che quando questo è vero, considerati gli estenuanti orari e le 
condizioni coercitive, se non pericolose, del lavoro, si tratta molto spesso di un'autonomia 
acquistata al caro prezzo di condizioni di salute precarie, e di una definitiva distruzione delle 
possibilità per una donna di avere una famiglia. Quindi, l'idea che lavorare nei Porti Franchi o nelle 
maquilas possa costituire una soluzione temporanea soddisfacente per giovani donne prima del 
matrimonio si tramuta spesso in una crudele illusione, in quanto non solo la maggior parte di esse 
trascorrerà il resto dei propri giorni relegate in vere fabbriche-prigioni, ma anche quelle che 
rinunceranno, scopriranno presto che i loro corpi avranno già subito danni irreparabili.Emblematico 
il caso delle giovani che lavoravano nell'industria floreale in Kenya o Colombia, che dopo anni, o 
addirittura mesi, diventano cieche o contraggono malattie mortali in seguito all'esposizione costante 
ai suffumigi e ai pesticidi velenosi ( Wichterich 2000: 1-35 ). 
L'ennesima manifestazione di questa guerra intrapresa dalle agenzie internazionali ai danni delle 
donne s'incarna nel fatto che in tutto il mondo, molte di esse sono costrette ad emigrare. 
Di nuovo, ciò non implica una svalutazione dell'emigrazione in quanto rifiuto di soccombere per la 
disperazione,e che riflette sempre la determinazione a seguire il percorso del danaro che agenzie 
internazionali come la Banca Mondiale stanno travasando dal Terzo Mondo. 
Sta di fatto che una vasta popolazione di donne provenienti dall'Europa orientale, dalla Russia, dal 
Messico, dai Carabi, così come dalle Filippine, può sopravvivere solo cessando si vivere con le 
proprie famiglie e collaborare alla perpetuazione di queste ultime, per andare invece a riprodursi in 
altri paesi, spesso in condizioni di illegalità ed estrema vulnerabilità all'abuso. 
Tuttavia gli esempi forse più rappresentativi in assoluto dell'attuale guerra alle donne sono lo 
sviluppo dell'industria del turismo sessuale ( Asia watch 1993; Gabriela 1997 ) e del mercato 
internazionale dei neonati (Federici 1999). 
Testimoni di una vera disintegrazione dei vincoli sociali di pari passo alll'affermarsi della 
"globalizzazione", entrambi i fenomeni dimostrano il ruolo, all'interno della contemporanea 
economia globale, assegnato alla capacità delle donne di procurarsi da vivere, e alle future 
generazioni: categorie entrambe talmente screditate da possedere come unica valenza riconosciuta 
quella di beni d'esportazione (6). 
Talmente cruciale è la svalutazione governativa della riproduzione del lavoro ai fini del 



consolidamento del Nuovo Ordine Mondiale che laddove debito e riadattamento non siano bastati, 
si è ricorsi alla guerra come strumento per la distruzione delle varie economie di sussistenza, 
soprattutto in regioni ( come l'Africa ) in cui queste sono maggiormente radicate. 
Già in altri lavori si è voluto dimostrare in che misura le varie guerre ingaggiate negli ultimi anni 
sul continente africano siano connesse con le politiche di riadattamento strutturale che hanno 
acutizzato i conflitti locali e precluso ogni possibilità di arricchimento per le élite locali al di fuori 
del saccheggio puro e delle razzie (Federici 2000).In questa occasione si vuole enfatizzare quanta 
parte della guerra odierna, pur diversamente manifesta (sia attraverso la "guerra alla droga" in 
America Latina, che in pratica implica la distruzione dei raccolti dei contadini tramite incendio 
doloso, sia con la "guerra a bassa intensità e gli "interventi umanitari") miri alla distruzione di ogni 
sistema agricolo di sussistenza e, non a caso, i suoi obiettivi primari siano soprattutto le donne e i 
bambini. Altri fenomeni che hanno preceduto il processo di globalizzazione dimostrano effetti 
devastanti sulle donne e la riproduzione: tra questi la privatizzazione di risorse di beni primari come 
ad esempio l'acqua (l'ultima sortita della Banca Mondiale è stata un'aperta dichiarazione che le 
guerre del ventunesimo secolo saranno condotte proprio per l'acqua); la distruzione di risorse 
ambientali (come le foreste, ora massicciamente convertite in legname esportato da molti paesi 
"riadattati") tradizionalmente alla base delle colture curate da donne (Shiva ed. 1994 ).Ciò che tutti 
questi esempi dimostrano è che si è promossa una politica di svalutazione della riproduzione della 
forza-lavoro globale per far sì che il posto di lavoro venisse sempre più a somigliare a quelli che 
prevalevano nelle piantagioni degli USA e delle piantagioni coloniali nei Carabi (almeno fino alla 
fine del mercato degli schiavi nel 1807), dove i lavoratori si consumavano producendo per il 
mercato globale, e non per riprodurre sé stessi.Che non si stia esagerando lo si evince dalla realtà 
quotidiana di gran parte dei paesi "riadattati", caratterizzata per l'appunto da: 
* Un'impennata nel tasso di mortalità e un crollo delle probabilità di vita (cinque anni dalla nascita, 
per i bambini africani) (ONU 1995b:77). 
* L'atomizzazione delle famiglie e delle comunità, fenomeno che conduce inevitabilmente i 
bambini a vivere per strada o ad essere costretti a lavorare come schiavi (Schlemmer 2000). 
* Un incremento nelle stime dei rifugiati, soprattutto donne, allontanatisi a causa di guerre o 
politiche economiche (Cohen e Deng 1998) (7). 
* L'aumento della violenza contro le donne per mano dei loro stessi parenti maschi, delle autorità 
governative e degli eserciti armati (Neft e Levine 1997:151-163). 
Persino nel "Nord", la globalizzazione ha devastato l'economia politica nella vita delle donne. 
L'aumento (sempre negli Stati Uniti, in teoria l'esempio più spettacolare e riuscito del neo-
liberismo) del numero di donne impegnate in più di un lavoro testimonia lo smantellamento dello 
Stato assistenziale negli Stati Uniti -che colpisce soprattutto le madri con figli a carico (Abramovitz 
1996). Lo testimoniano anche l'assoluto impoverimento delle famiglie portate avanti unicamente da 
donne, lo scarto costantemente in aumento tra i salari percepiti dagli uomini rispetto a quelli delle 
donne, e la politica d'incarceramento di massa coerentemente annesso al ripristino della tipologia 
economica della piantagione persino nel corso di una piena industrializzazione. 

Le rivendicazioni delle donne e il Movimento Femminista Internazionale 
Quali le implicazioni di una tale situazione per il movimento femminista internazionale? La risposta 
immediata è che le femministe dovrebbero non solo richiedere la totale cancellazione del debito del 
Terzo Mondo e l'abolizione della Banca Mondiale e del FMI, ma dovrebbero inoltre sostenere 
un'ampia politica di riparazioni, restituendo alle comunità devastate dalla "ricostruzione" le risorse 
di cui sono state private. A lunga scadenza, se quanto detto finora è vero, si potranno dunque trarre 
le relative conclusioni. 
Tra esse, la prima sarebbe che le donne non potranno aspettarsi alcun tipo di miglioramento, tanto 
meno la propria liberazione, dal capitalismo. Questo perché le politiche delle ultime due decadi 
hanno senza alcun dubbio dimostrato che il sistema capitalistico non è affatto compatibile con la 
soddisfazione dei nostri bisogni. Come si è potuto osservare, non appena i movimenti 
anticolonialisti, per i diritti civili e femministi hanno forzato il sistema per delle concessioni, 



quest'ultimo ha reagito con l'equivalente di una bomba nucleare. 
In secondo luogo, se non ci si può permettere il capitalismo, e se la distruzione dei nostri bisogni 
base di sussistenza è indispensabile per la sopravvivenza dell'ultimo, è proprio questo il terreno su 
cui concentrare i nostri sforzi. I modelli provengono dalle lotte che le donne hanno combattuto 
soprattutto nel "Sud" dove sono le basi dei movimenti che hanno marciato lungo le strade di Seattle, 
Washington, Praga e Seoul. Hanno mostrato che le donne possono far tremare persino il più 
repressivo dei regimi, e confermato tre principi che dovrebbero guidare il movimento femminista.

1. Poiché i rapporti più saldi sono intrattenuti proprio dalle madri con i figli,le famiglie, e le 
comunità, le donne sono le principali deputate alla gestione dei rapporti sociali al di fuori di quelli 
gestiti dal mercato, e a sfidare la globalizzazione (8). 
Un esempio-chiave qui sono le Madres de la Plaza de Mayo, in Argentina, le quali, per difendere i 
loro bambini, hanno sfidato uno dei più repressivi regimi dei nostri tempi, arrivando a svelare il 
segreto dei piani di sterminio della junta, nonostante la mancanza d'esperienza politica, in tempi in 
cui nessun altro nel paese avrebbe osato compiere una sola mossa (Fisher 1993: 103-115). 
Un caso simile è rappresentato dalle donne cilene che, poco dopo il colpo di stato militare del 1973 
e l'applicazione della "terapia d'urto" al paese (modello per tutti i successivi PAS) si organizzarono 
per assicurare cibo alle proprie famiglie costituendo cucine sociali, e prendendo coscienza, lungo il 
processo, dei loro bisogni e della loro forza in qualità di donne (Fisher 1993: 17-44; 177-200). 
Ancora oggi, sono le donne che provvedono alle principali risorse di resistenza all'impoverimento, 
non solo tramite duro lavoro e attivismo politico, ma anche (come già affrontato sopra) emigrando. 
Sebbene sia una risposta alle necessità economiche, e venga tradizionalmente riconosciuta come 
strategia maschile, l'emigrazione si traduce oggi per le donne in una piattaforma di lancio per le loro 
rivendicazioni. A dispetto degli immensi ostacoli che sono chiamate ad affrontare (separazione dalle 
loro famiglie e parenti, adattamento a condizioni di vita durissime, persecuzione poliziesca) le 
donne emigranti riescono con successo ad esportare non solo il loro lavoro, quanto soprattutto la 
loro combattività, ed infatti in molti paesi in Europa e negli Stati Uniti sono a capo delle battaglie in 
tema di riproduzione (dal diritto alla casa, all'istruzione, all'assistenza sanitaria, alle colture urbane)

2. Il potere delle donne non viene dall'alto, né dispensato dai trattati né dalle istituzioni globali 
come le iniziative dell' ONU, ma deve costituirsi dal basso, perché solo attraverso 
l'autorganizzazione le donne potranno rivoluzionare le proprie vie. In tale contesto, le femministe 
farebbero bene a considerare che le iniziative promosse dalle Nazioni Unite in favore di un 
avanzamento dello status delle donne hanno spesso e volentieri coinciso con i più devastanti 
attacchi alla donna su scala mondiale- attacchi la cui responsabilità va attribuita alle agenzie 
aderenti al sistema delle Nazioni Unite, ovvero la Banca Mondiale, il FMI, l'OMM, e soprattutto il 
Consiglio di Sicurezza delle Nazioni Unite. 
In contrapposizione con lo pseudo-femminismo dell'ONU, con il suo retaggio di ONG,i progetti di 
creazione di guadagni e rapporti paternalistici con i movimenti locali- si stagliano le organizzazioni 
autorganizzate che le donne hanno recentemente formate in Africa, Asia, e America Latina (Jelin 
1990) per lottare per i servizi sociali (come strade, scuole, cliniche), per resistere agli attacchi 
governativi contro il commercio ambulante (Andreas 1985)- una delle principali risorse di 
guadagno per le donne- e per difendersi reciprocamente dagli abusi perpetrati dai propri mariti.

3. Come ogni altra forma di autodeterminazione, la liberazione della donna richiede condizioni 
materiali specifiche, di cui la prima è il controllo sui mezzi basilari di riproduzione e sussistenza. 
Come discutono Maria Mies e Veronica bennholdt-Thomsen in The Subsistence Perspective (2000), 
tale principio non è valido soltanto per le donne del Terzo Mondo- protagoniste incontrastate della 
lotta per la riappropriazione delle terre usurpate dai grandi proprietari terrieri (Alvarado 1987) ma 
anche per le donne dei paesi industrializzati. 
Ne sono testimoni le lotte che le donne oggi conducono nella città di New York per difendere dai 
bulldozer i giardini pubblici che loro stesse hanno costruito -prodotti di un lavoro collettivo che ha 



spesso riunito intere comunità e rivitalizzato quartieri fino ad allora considerati alla stregua di zone 
disastrate (Cozart 1999, Fergusson 1999). Eppure la repressione che persino progetti di questo tipo 
hanno dovuto incontrare indica l'urgenza di una mobilitazione femminista contro l'intervento armato 
dello stato nella vita quotidiana così come negli affari internazionali. Ciò implica che anche le 
femministe devono organizzarsi contro la brutalità delle forze dell'ordine, l'apparato militare e, 
prima tra tutti, la guerra. 
Il passo in assoluto più importante da compiere è opporsi all'arruolamento delle donne negli 
eserciti-già avanzato negli USA e recentemente introdotto in altri paesi dell'Unione Europea nel 
nome della parità e dell'emancipazione femminile. Molto va imparato da tale politica. L'immagine 
della donna in uniforme, infatti, che conquista la parità con gli uomini grazie al diritto di uccidere, è 
l'immagine di quanto la globalizzazione può offrirci, ovvero il diritto di sopravvivere alle spese di 
altre donne e dei loro bambini, i cui paesi e le cui risorse il capitale corporativo ha bisogno di 
sfruttare.

NOTE: 
(1) Nell'Africa sud-sahariana, tra il 1980 e il 1985, la disoccupazione femminile cresceva del 10% 
ogni anno; in altri paesi il tasso di disoccupazione per le giovani donne al di sotto dei 20 anni si 
aggirava intorno al 44%, mentre era del 22% per gli uomini (Jackson 1992: 38). In Nigeria, 75.000 
donne muoiono ogni anno per cause collegate alla gravidanza (ibidem 139)- una donna ogni sette 
minuti. In tutte le aree "in via di sviluppo" tra il 1983 e il 1988-prima fase della ricostruzione 
strutturale- le morti puerperali sono lievitate dalle 500.000 alle 509.000 all'anno (Nazioni Unite 
1995b: 77). 
(2) Ci si riferisce alle attività sponsorizzate dall'ONU in favore dell'emancipazione femminile, 
incluse le cinque Conferenze Globali sulla Donna, e la Decade della Donna (1976-1985). 
Consultare i seguenti testi: Nazioni Unite (1995°); Nazioni Unite (1995 e 1996); e Meyer e Prugl 
(1999). 
(3) Si vedano, ad esempio, le rivendicazioni delle madri per lo Stato sociale negli USA negli anni 
'60, che hanno rappresentato il primo terreno di negoziati tra le donne e lo stato sul piano della 
riproduzione. Con tali battaglie le donne del Soccorso alle Famiglie con Bambini a Carico furono 
capaci di tramutare lo stato sociale nei primi "salari per il lavoro domestico". Si veda 
l'Organizzazione della Contea del Milwaukee per i diritti dello stato sociale (1972). 
(4) Per le rivendicazioni delle donne contro la deforestazione e la commercializzazione della natura, 
si vedano (tra gli altri) Kumar (1993: 183-186); Shiva ed. (1994); Matsui (1999:pp. 87-90). 
(5) Per un resoconto sulle modalità in cui la Banca Mondiale ha accresciuto la propria "attenzione al 
genere" come risultante delle polemiche sollevate delle ONG si veda Murphy (1995). 
(6) Il traffico di donne è portato avanti con la complicità, se non l'istigazione, della Banca Mondiale 
che preme sulle cosiddette "nazioni debitrici" a pagare il proprio debito ad ogni costo. Paesi come la 
Tailandia e le Filippine hanno appunto risposto a tale appello promovendo il turismo del sesso e, 
secondo le nostre conoscenze, la Banca Nazionale non ha mai protestato ( Mies 1986: 140-141; 
Gabriela 1996; Walden Bello e altri 1998 ). 
(7) Le persone internamente emigrate tra il 1985 e il 1996 sono raddoppiate, passando infatti dai 10 
ai 20 milioni (Cohen e Deng 1998: 32); per questa problematica si veda inoltre Macrae e Zwi 
(1994). 
(8) Secondo le nostre conoscenze non è ancora stato fatto uno studio che misuri il differenziale tra 
uomo e donna in rapporto alle cure familiari. Ciò di cui si è al momento in possesso è un'estesa 
letteratura esperienziale per ogni paese che testimonia il fatto che sono le donne che si occupano dei 
bambini e gli anziani, persino nei casi dell'impoverimento più brutale, laddove i partner maschili 
sembrerebbero più propensi a disertare le famiglie, bersi tutti i salari, persino di fronte ai bisogni pù 
impellenti, e, in cima a tutto ciò, a scaricare le proprie frustrazioni sulle loro compagne con l'abuso 
fisico. Un fatto interessante documentato dall'ONU è che in molti paesi, inclusi Kenya, Ghana, 
Filippine, Brasile e Guatemala, sebbene i salari delle donne siano decisamente più bassi di quelli 
degli uomini, nelle famiglie a conduzione prevalentemente matriarcale i casi di malnutrizione 



infantile sono decisamente più esigui (ONU 1995b: 129). 
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Genova and the Antiglobalization Movement 
by

Silvia Federici and George Caffentzis
August 23, 2001

A Citizens' Arrest

These are some reflections on the demonstrations in Genova during the G8 meetings and the post-
Genova debate. We were not in Genova on July 19-21, 2001 and were not involved in the process of 
preparing the demos; thus, there are aspects of this debate we cannot comment upon. We are 
responding, however, to the widespread realization that the July Genova days were a turning point 
for the antiglobalization movement and there are important lessons we in the movement must draw 
from it.

Two things happened in Genova that signal the development of a new political reality. First, 
300,000 people from every part of Europe came together to challenge the legitimacy of the G8 
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meeting and practically attempt a citizen’s arrest of it. On the first day of the demonstrations, 
moreover, 70, 000 immigrants and supporters marched—an unprecedented feat in Italy where 
immigrants politically are still relatively invisible. 

What also happened in Genova is that in response to this challenge the Italian government and 
(more hiddenly) its G8 partners declared war on the anti-globalization movement, first by brutally 
attacking hundreds of peaceful demonstrators, and then by staunchly defending these attacks as 
perfectly legitimate, thus de facto backing a strategy of terror, and the abolition of all legal, civic, 
and human rights. 

In the days and weeks following the Genova events, the Berlusconi government has not spared 
efforts, with the assistance of the many TV channels and newspapers which it now controls, to 
blame on the anti-global protesters the violence unleashed on them. Scenes of stone-throwing 
demonstrators confronting the police or methodically destroying shop-windows or putting cars on 
fire have been broadcast over and over, while the unprecedented sight of the hundreds of thousands 
who marched with chants and banners, have been censored. The goal has been to whip up a wave of 
moral indignation against the protesters high enough to make people forget the brutality and 
illegality of the treatment meted out to them. 

Thus, it is very important for us, as we reflect on the meaning of the Genova demonstrations on the 
fate of our movement, to be clear on one basic fact: what happened in Genova reflects a pre-
meditated institutional plan to repress and terrorize the demonstrators, convince them to never again 
participate in such protest, and this plan was not shaped by how activists behaved. 

This could be seen by the shape of the events. The three days of demonstrations against the G-8, 
July 19-21, were planned, on the one side, by the new Berlusconi government and, on the other, by 
the Genoa Social Forum (GSF, a network of more than a thousand Italian and international 
antiglobalization associations, organizations and groups) and the Tute Bianche, an Italian 
organization that has specialized in non-violent blockades of meetings of the global "leaders." There 
were a number of meetings between the two sides that supposedly laid the ground rules for the 
confrontation. Three days of protest were planned. On the first, July 19, there was to be an 
international demonstration of immigrants, the second day was to be one of non-violent civil 
disobedience, and the third day was to be an international mass demonstration. 

Even before the first demo, however, it was clear that the government was doing its best to create a 
sense of panic among the population to prevent people from going to Genova and to build the image 
of the anti-globalization demonstrators as terrorists. First there was a media-driven "bombs 
strategy". For a couple of days before the demonstrations newspapers and TV news shows were 
filled with reports of bombs and/or mysterious packages being found in several parts of Italy, 
especially in Milan; then letter bombs arrived at the office of the Director of TV channel 4, which 
was owned by Berlusconi, and other companies. All in all, there were about 60 reported bomb 
scares in the run-up to the Genova demonstrations. Though no person or group claimed 
responsibility for most of these scares and parcels, the media implied totally unjustifiably that they 
were the work of people allied to the antiglobalization movement.

Meanwhile, hundreds of people were refused entrance at the borders (686 by the 18th), a move 
made possible by the fact that, for the duration of the summit, the Schengen Treaty (which 
guaranteed EU citizens freedom to cross all EU borders) was suspended. All those who arrived were 
meticulously screened, three buses of Greeks activists, with one of the organizing committees, was 
prevented from landing from the ship in Ancona. In addition, the gathering places in Genova were 
raided, innocuous, defensive material was confiscated and displayed on TV as if they were 
weapons; airports and train stations were closed. 



But the most telling sign of what was to come was what was done to Genova. By the 18th, Genova 
was a ghost-town as the area in which the G8 were to meet -the Zona Rossa--was enclosed in a true 
iron cage and people were practically forced to leave the city. It is now clear that the government 
did not want to have witnesses for the "action" planned. As in Prague, workers were forced to take 
their vacations during the summit, shop-keepers were told to keep their shops closed and leave 
because "vandals were coming"-one Genovese out of three abandoned the city--in the end the only 
people left, especially in the Zona Rossa, were some elderly who had nowhere to go and could not 
even get to the streets because police patrols would push them back inside; interviewed by the press 
they looked disoriented, disbelieving. "We look like tigers in a cage"-one said—"not even in time of 
war we have seen anything like it." Others noted the eerie silence only broken by the buzz of the 
helicopters and the sound of the boots of the cops on the pavement-"the silence of a city after a coup 
d’etat", a paper wrote.

Everyone looked dismayed as scores of welders enclosed the Zona Rossa within a gated iron net. 
"Here democracy ends", "zone with limited rights" read the posters placed on the bars by some 
activists (and quickly removed by the police). So the signs what was to come were there.

The next day, July 19th, however, passed without incident. In fact it was a glorious day. Immigrant 
organizations from all over Italy and other parts of Europe marched to protest the treatment meted 
out to them by the Italian government and the EU, and to present their demands: legal recognition, 
asylum rights, housing. It was a great event, in an Italy where immigrants are treated like pariahs 
and made object of a constant persecution, to see immigrants and Italians occupying the streets 
together, saying no to racism, demonstrating in their lives and struggles the effects of globalization 
and the political possibilities their presence in Europe opens up. (On the day before in Genova, a 
meeting of trade unionists from all over Europe was held, this too a first, and a sign, perhaps, that 
the trade unions may be beginning to realize the importance of international solidarity and 
coordination, even though the CGIL—a left-wing union confederation--has refused to take a 
position against globalization. "Globalization must be agreed upon (concertata)"-- they said—"not 
fought against.") 

The "war" started on Friday, July 20th. By this time, despite the raids, the panic disseminated with 
the bomb "attempts"- (a bomb was placed near the entry of the Carlini camp, where the Tute 
Bianche and other demonstrators had gathered), despite the high number of people rejected at the 
borders, the long checks to which individuals and busses were submitted, about 150, 000 had 
assembled. As in the anti-IMF/World Bank demonstrations in Prague, they were to demonstrate in 
different blocks, coming from the different gathering spots to then converge in the center of the 
town, where some groups had announced they would try to enter the Zona Rossa. But no one from 
the main demo made it there. From early in the morning a scenario started unfolding that continued 
through the next day. Demonstrators presumably belonging to the Black Block clashing with the 
police were chased in the direction of the other demonstrators, and soon policemen were attacking 
with tear gas and batons the whole march with a determined, almost murderous. 

This is no exaggeration and I urge people, everywhere, to read as much as they can from 
testimonies and reports to verify this statement. Thousands of people, of all ages, peacefully 
marching were beaten, Rodney King style, while strange demonstrators, clad in black, moving and 
acting paramilitary style were given free reign, for hours-allowed to move from place to place, 
allowed to destroy things on their way, cars, windows; when the police charged them their goals 
was to push them towards the march, and in fact, through this tactics, the bulk of the demonstrators 
were assaulted. It is now agreed and documented that there were provocateurs and members of 
right-wing, nazi groups among the "Black Block" and the other demonstrators. As we heard over 
and over, a few hundred belligerents were free to move from place to place, rarely pursued by the 



police, while the mass of the demo was savagely attacked. 

That afternoon a policeman in a van shot Carlo Guiliani, a young demonstrator from Genova in the 
head and in the effort to get out of the hands of the furious crowd the driver of the van ran over 
Carlo’s body twice. 

As the news of Carlo’s killing moved through the streets of Genoa the battles, beatings and arrests 
continued. The arrested were sent to a number of jails for booking. One of the most infamous was 
Bolzenato which was, as one inmate put it, "truly a hell." The police in the prison had been a special 
mobile police officers sent from Rome who were trained to put down prison revolts. Cages for 
torture were built especially for the demo and those arrested were forced to sing fascist songs or 
little ditties like "1, 2, 3 …viva Pinochet/ 4, 5, 6 …kill the Jews/7, 8, 9 …I don’t care about little 
black kids" (it rhymes in Italian). People who had arrived already wounded were further attacked 
and women were threatened with rape. Those with dreads had their heads shaved and those with 
piercings had them ripped out of their flesh. 

The next day was scheduled to be the day of the international mass demonstration. The parade route 
had been previously announced and no attempt to penetrate the Red Zone had been organized for 
that day. Most estimates put the number at about 300,000, one of the largest demonstrations in 
recent European history. The news of the savage Chilean-style attacks on peaceful demonstrators as 
well as Carlo Guilaini’s killing had spread fast enough so that many Italians who had previously 
planned not to take part in the demos came to protest what had happened the day before. 

The GSF organizers were conscious of the danger of the police using the relatively marginal 
presence of the black block as an excuse to attack the mass demonstration. They attempted to 
distinguish the peaceful demonstrators from the black block by assigning a large number of clearly 
designated marshals to keep the ones intent on throwing stones at the police and smashing bank 
windows away from the cortege. This was not an empty gesture. There were times that people in the 
black block and the marshals clashed physically. 

But these precautions and the previous agreements with the government did not help. The police 
literally pounced on the demonstrators. Thousands were attacked in the streets, tear gas was 
dropped on them from helicopters and even launched from boats. Mayhem was the police’s order of 
the day. 

With hundreds more arrests, hundreds more wounded, the day ended in the final display of terror: 
the attack on the Diaz school complex, which had been reserved with the approval of the local 
government as a place for sleeping. 93 mostly young people were there when the police stormed in 
and beat most of them there, expertly, often to the edge of their lives. Some G8 leaders had clearly 
decided that this was to be the antiglobalization movement’s Wounded Knee. 

The G8’s Revenge

It would be a mistake to read the police violence unleashed in Genova as the instinctive reaction of 
a fascistic government. True, Berlusconi’s right-wing political history and the presence in his 
government of Alleanza Nationale, the modern reincarnation of the Mussulini's party, easily raise 
the spectre of a fascist coup. But it can be demonstrated that the repression carried out in Genova 
was concerted among the G8 leaders who were all present with their security forces during the 
police attacks, and well aware of it. 

Our first thesis is: the attacks on demonstrators in Genoa were not the "excesses" of a fascistic  
government, but a well-calculated strategy, discussed and approved at the highest European and 



international levels. 

First, the government, as mentioned before, while pretending to dialogue with the movement and 
expressing concern for the safety of the demonstrators, launched war against them. 

Second, the plan for Genova was quite similar to that implemented in Quebec, and partly in Prague: 
force the local population to leave, isolate the demonstrators, fence off the meeting’s zone, terrorize 
future demonstrators with preemptive raids, torture the arrested in the jail, scare everyone with 
heavy sentences and draconian laws. The government created the conditions for confrontation by 
treating the demonstrators as literal "plague-bearers" and transforming Genova from the lively city 
that it is into a military zone where police could operate with impunity. 

Third, the complicity of the EU police services and US police has also been documented. We know 
now that three members of the Los Angeles Sheriff's Department went to Italy in June to give a 
hand in organizing the police response in Genova. Also documented is the collaboration between 
the police of the EU countries and the Italian police. Lists of names were sent to Italy by other EU 
governments signaling the arrival of certain activists, destined, it seems, to a special treatment; 
Greek activists believe that the Greek police informed their Italian colleagues about the buses where 
the Greek Genova organizing committee was traveling so that they could be prevented from landing 
in Ancona. 

Most important, the diplomatic protests that have been presented to the Italian government by other 
government members of the EU have been totally inadequate considering the gravity of the 
violations of international law of which Italy has made itself responsible. The behavior of the Italian 
police and authorities towards foreign nationals has been so abominable that, in other times, it 
would have been a casus belli. Not only were hundreds and hundreds of peaceful demonstrators 
brutally beaten in the streets, often in ways that will maim them for life—but, in violation of the 
Geneva convention on prisoners and the EU convention on human rights, the following occurred:

(a) demonstrators were mercilessly beaten by groups of policemen even when on the ground, and in 
no condition to inflict any harm or defend themselves. 

(b) on Saturday evening, July 21, when the demos were over, hundreds of policemen conducted a 
punitive expedition, Chilean style, in the Diaz school complex where participants to the demos were 
sleeping. Many of them were foreign nationals. Of the 93 present, 66 exited on stretchers. Wounds 
inflicted included broken jaws—a young woman lost 14 teeth-- broken ribs and punctured lungs. 

(c) dozens of arrested protesters, including many foreign nationals were tortured in jail physically 
and psychologically. 

(d) arrested protesters, again including many foreign nationals, were kept in incommunicado up to 
96 hours—they were literally kidnapped by the Italian state.

(e) the foreign nationals arrested were made to sign statements in Italian (a language many could 
not read) and beaten when they asked for translators;

(f) once released, even when cleared from all charges, foreign nationals were still forbidden from 
remaining in Italy; in fact, they were taken directly to the airport and put on a plane without 
documents and their belongings—despite the fact that lawyers and families were waiting for them 
outside the prisons. They were also informed that (in violation of the Schengen Treaty) they would 
not be allowed to return to Italy for another five years. 



How could the European Parliament and the other government members of the EU have accepted 
this situation unless they had given it their dispensation? The G8 meeting was not some internal 
Italian affair; it was the meeting of a club of government leaders and each of them must be held 
responsible for what happened there, both inside the Palazzo Ducale and outside. Schroeder, Jospin, 
Bush, and Blair cannot treat the hundreds of false arrests, the torture of hundreds of others and the 
thousands of beatings as something that happened on Mars. Their security services were in Genova 
and must have given them first-hand reports as to what was unfolding. We cannot, then, assume 
they were pure bystanders.

Presently, some of the foreign governments are protesting and asking for explanations. But how 
could all of this have happened to begin with? Why is Italy not being expelled, or at least suspended 
from the EU? Why is Berlusconi not being denounced as a violator of human rights? And is it 
imaginable that the Italian government, that rarely acts in an independent fashion and always bends 
to the powerful, dared so openly to challenge the international agreements it has signed and threaten 
the lives of hundreds of EU nationals without a prior assenting nod by their governments? 

Again, the answer must be "NO." We must make sure that the fact that the Berlusconi government 
is a right-wing government does not provide an alibi for the other EU countries that are equally 
responsible but glad perhaps to have the dirty work done by an already tainted partner. Blair 
publicly signaled his approval of Berlusconi's tactics before Genoa by calling for a "robust" 
repressive response to the demonstrators, while Schroeder called for a vigorous attack on "political 
hooligans" in the anti-globalization movement in the days after Genova. Indeed, the focus of the 
post-Genova intergovernmental discussion among EU members was of the creation of a EU-wide 
police body that would specialize in responding to the anti-globalization movement, and/or the 
creation of a special EU investigative corps, again concentrating on the anti-globalization 
movement—with a site in every country. 

There are, of course, limits to the EU governmental complicity. Appearances must be saved, and 
some lip service to human rights must be given. The very use of the human rights strategy as a way 
of speeding up the globalization process has now created a certain degree of inhibition (at least in 
Europe) in the use of force. Even the Berlusconi government, after several days of undiluted praise 
to the police has had to make some concessions. This is why it has been discovered that some 
"excesses" occurred, and some heads in the police force have rolled. But, all in all, we are 
witnessing a great political white-wash. 

Our second thesis is: the Italian state's reaction in Genova was so violent and indiscriminate with  
the blessing of the G-8 because the G-8 and other globalization planners have nothing to give to  
the protest movement—they have nothing to negotiate and can only respond with repression. 

That the peaceful were treated as violently as the belligerent is a telling sign that just being against 
globalization makes criminals of us. The global leaders cannot afford such the movement’s 
degradation of their legitimacy; they cannot differentiate and make concessions because they have 
nothing to give, nothing to concede. The only language they can speak now is that of the tear gas 
canisters, the batons, the kicks in the groins and cigarette burns because the anti-globalization 
protest is a serious political challenge to their plans on many levels. It disrupts their meetings, gives 
new confidence to Third World politicians who understand that globalization is a re-colonization 
process, undermines the New International Division of Labor, and, just a decade after the collapse 
of communism, it re-proposes the question of an alternative to capitalism as a matter of life and 
death for the majority of the world population.

The G8 cannot make concessions, since their Genova meeting occurred under the cloud of a pan-
capitalist economic crisis—that is occurring not just in Asia, Russia, Brazil, as in previous times, 



but in the heartland of advanced capitalism with simultaneous profits collapses in the US, Japan and 
the EU. This is why, despite the prayers of the Pope and Bono, and despite the condescending 
invitation to three African leaders, the issue of the Third World debt was not even put on the table—
replaced by the question of a fund for AIDS in Africa, which is nothing else than a modest donation 
to the pharmaceutical companies to be administered by the World Bank. Instead, the main topic of 
discussion for the G8 was the "economy" in the US, Japan, and Europe. Less than five months 
before the introduction of monetary unification, few countries in Europe have fulfilled the 
conditionalities nations must satisfy in order to join the monetary union stipulated almost a decade 
ago—few have reduced public spending, or managed to grow within the prescribed limits. Italy in 
particular has been the object of much deprecation by EU and IMF officers because of its large 
public debt and its population’s resistance to pension and healthcare cuts. Thus, barely three months 
after the elections, the new government has already "discovered" the public deficit is far larger than 
expected, and in the very days of the demonstration, as the police were beating and torturing the 
demonstrators, the government was preparing a legislative packet which is guaranteed to generate 
much protest and resistance in the Fall-–a packet which decimates healthcare and reproposes the 
question of reducing pensions--so we can well surmise that the ferocity of the repression in the 
streets of Genova and the sadistic behavior displayed by the police were also meant to be a warning 
for the Fall when the truth concerning the price of "European unity" is going to be revealed. 

Our third thesis then is: the state violence in Genova is an essential part of the devaluation of  
European labor that is now required by globalization. 

When demonstrators in Genova said that they felt like they were in Chile or Argentina or they were 
being beaten like Rodney King in LA they expressed a deep intuition: they were being treated by 
the police as if they were poor people in the Third World or blacks in the US, i.e., people whose 
labor has been so systematically devalued the police have no inhibitions in killing and maiming 
them. This devaluation has taken place in the US and the Third World already (in the US with the 
quarter-century decline in real wages and the mass incarceration of black and Hispanic youth), but 
European capital has been hesitant to apply the same "Third World" and "American" methods to 
their own citizens. At best, this treatment has been reserved for the immigrants from Africa and the 
Middle East who have found themselves in the clutches of "Fortress Europe." European capital is 
now being told, however, by the IMF that, if European unification is to overcome its own economic 
crisis, globalization "with a human face" must end. The European working class must be 
dramatically devalued, and a short-cut to devaluation is to treat anyone who resists the new 
economic policies as a criminal. In fact, the closest contemporary comparison to the way the Italian 
police responded to the protesters in Genova is the violent and unprovoked police behavior against 
anti-IMF/World Bank demonstrations in Third World nations like Nigeria, Jamaica or Bolivia. 

The killing of Carlo Guiliani in the streets of Genova must then be seen as the beginning of a long 
campaign intended to degrade and devalue European workers. 

Genova and the limits of the Seattle experience

Even with the inevitable repression and the much grieved for death and maimings, the Genova 
demonstrations were in some respects an enormous success for the antiglobalization movement. 
Hundreds of thousands came from all over Europe to these demonstrations in the face of very open 
intimidation. Clearly the message of the movement is increasing in its range and power. Moreover, 
the mass immigrant march was an important first step in tying together the post-Seattle 
antiglobalization struggle in Europe with the much longer struggle against globalization in the Third 
World. After all, many immigrants were forced out their homes by globalization policies they 
struggled against in the streets of Africa, Asia and South America. 



However, there is no doubt that at the end of the Genova demonstrations there was an wave of 
internal criticism and divisiveness within the movement which for some was much more 
demoralizing than Carlo’s death and the hundreds of broken skulls and bones. It is important to 
voice some of this criticism in order to see that what is being criticized is not due of the personal 
failings of people of the GSF, the Tute Bianche or the "genuine" Black Block, but it arises from a 
change in the struggle against globalization when a number of the tactics that proved so successful 
in Seattle are reaching their limit. 

The major criticism lodged against the GSF is that it put too much trust in the negotiation with the 
government, underrating the hostility of the G8 against the anti-globalization movement and the 
previous examples of Washington and Quebec testifying to the growing tendency toward 
repression; it consequently failed to warn the participants of the risks they ran and to defend the 
march against surprise attack. The GSF also acted as if it represented the whole movement which it 
did not, with the result that again it did not prepare the demonstrators concerning the dangers they 
ran. 

The common criticism lodged against the "genuine" Black Blockers (i.e., those who were not 
provocateurs or camouflaged neo-nazis) is that they failed to realize to what extent their tactics 
exposed them to being used by the government to attack the demonstration. As a result their tactics 
provoked revulsion against them among the many demonstrators who found themselves facing a 
police charge and severe beatings on account of both their belligerence and their readiness to flee 
after an action. 

The main criticism lodged against the Tute Bianche is that they insisted on entering the Red Zone 
even after it was clear that this would not be possible by any sort of civil disobedience except at a 
very high cost. Moreover even if they has succeeded they could hardly have counted on the 
sympathy and applause of the Italian population, especially not the workers who, in Italy, as every 
other country, have a long history of physical confrontation with the police, but, precisely for this 
reason, are not likely to appreciate facing the risk of beatings or arrest for sake of a purely symbolic 
gestures as entering the Red Zones inevitably would have been once the area was iron-gated and 
guarded by 20,000 police officers.

These criticisms, however just, have arisen, we believe, because two tactics which proved so 
successful in Seattle are reaching the limit of their effectiveness. First, the flexible, mass nonviolent 
blockade of globalizers’ meetings inaugurated in Seattle—which has been quite successful until 
recently--is now in a crisis. Certainly as a result of the use of this tactic the globalizers’ meetings 
since November 1999 cannot be held without the equivalent of city-wide shut-down in order to 
ensure that the meetings go ahead. At the same time, this type of blockade it is becoming 
problematic. The globalizers have shown that with thousands of police, tons of iron and barbed 
wire, and dozens of helicopters they can have their meetings and make the protestors pay heavily in 
terms of the arrested, tortured, maimed and killed. The flexible blockade is not magical. Like any 
other tactic, e.g., the factory strike or the consumer boycott, it can be thwarted, just as strikes of 
factory workers can be defeated by the bringing in scabs, as has so often been done in the major 
factory worker confrontations with capital in the US during the 1980s and 1990s. 

What made the Seattle demonstrations so successful, in addition to the broad coalition it brought 
together, is that they did succeed in disrupting a WTO meeting the movement considered 
illegitimate and pernicious for the well-being of people across the planet using this tactic. But the 
globalizers are learning, and if their present ruminations are to be realized they will be soon meet 
high on the Rockies—the next G8 meeting venue--or (as with the WTO’s next venue in Qatar) in 
similarly inaccessible locations. Under these circumstances the goal of antiglobization demos must 
be rethought in the sense that more emphasis must be placed on their broader political aspects—in 



the same way as in the 1980s in front of the wide use of scabs by employers, unionists realized that 
no strike could win without a broad political preparation which often included making connections 
with workers in Asia or South America. This increasingly is what is being realized within the 
antiglobalization movement, which is learning that demonstrations against the WTO in fifty cities 
around the planet might be more effective than a purely symbolic attempt to blockade the 
globalizers’ meeting in the middle of a desert, on top of a mountain, in the middle of sea or even in 
outer space! This does not mean, of course, that large antiglobalization demonstrations on the site of 
globalizers’ meetings will be abandoned, in the same way as trade unionists have not abandon the 
strike as a means of struggle, even in the face of the widespread use of scabs. On the contrary, the 
very possibility that such blockades could be called by the movement will forever change the nature 
of way capitalist globalizers will meet. 

The second way Genova has also shown the limits of a tactic that proved so successful in Seattle 
involves the pluralistic approach to demonstrating. The pluralistic-style of organizing adopted in 
Genova seemed a promising, but ultimately problematic way of implementing the movement 
slogan, "One No, Many Yeses," i.e., we can agree on rejecting globalization, without agreeing 
beforehand on our alternative ways of fighting it and on our post-capitalist ways of living. This 
approach was tried successfully in Seattle where there were simultaneously nonviolent blockaders, 
"black block" assaulters on Starbucks and Nike stores, and AFL-CIO members marching in a huge 
parade far from the confrontation zone. This model has been refined since then. In Prague pluralism 
was formalized, with the choice of three colors (pink, yellow and blue) reflecting different ways of 
participating in the demonstration, while in Genoa there were five. This "choice" seemed to imply 
that there many different ways to confront Power and they could co-exist and even potentiate each 
other, as they did in Seattle. 

This model assumes, however, that (a) the opposition will accept the rules of the game and 
modulate its response with respect to individual demonstrators according to the choice s/he made, 
and (b) that the demonstrators will also play by the rules under any circumstances. But neither 
assumption worked in Genoa. The police, it appears, clubbed NGOers, feminists, enviromentalists, 
and Tute Bianche more than they did "black blockers," who, after trashing a bank, would, according 
to reports, sail off to a new adventure leaving the unprepared facing a police charge. This was not a 
momentary lapse on the part of the Italian police. It is now clear that from the viewpoint of the 
authorities all protestors of globalization are criminals. 

Demonstrators were also unable to "honor" their colors and moved from one to another according to 
the situation. For example, many who had come to participate in a nonviolent demonstration 
physically confronted the police when attacked. 

Again, this is not to say that "pluralism" in demonstrations is to be abandoned, but that the 
movement must be clear as to the extent and limits of this organizational tactic—and the policies 
that govern one’s participation in such demonstrations must be clarified.

For demos are not just to be measured on a utilitarian basis, they are also prefigurations of the 
future world a movement wants to build, they offer protesters an opportunity to show concretely, 
what the alternatives to globalization can be. This, ultimately, is the most powerful "weapon," the 
most effective consciousness-raising means the antiglobalization movement has, the one that would 
concretely show not only that this movement is capable of moving an immovable rock, but that it 
can build a new world. The first thing we can show the world (since it is watching) is that we can 
engage in common projects without irreducible conflict. If this is not possible, it will be a major 
defeat for the movement. In that case, the movement will loose its legitimacy as the bearer of 
alternative to capitalist globalization, a much more dangerous consequence than any police assault. 
In a word, what is crucial here is not just the police attack on the movement--which was all but 



inevitable in Genova given their use of provocateurs, Neo-nazis and pre-emptive violence--but the 
movement’s relation to itself. The powerful image of a movement that can bring together 
determined nonviolent blockaders and black blockers with unionists, enviromentalists, feminists, 
and NGOers to powerfully say "NO!" to globalization is now being questioned under the pressure 
of an intense wave of repression. But the limits of Seattle-like tactics are not the limits of the 
movement.

Finally, we should remember that though demonstrations like those in Seattle, Washington, Quebec 
and now Genova are important, the fate of the movement does not hinge on their success alone. 
This movement has far deeper and stronger roots in the daily confrontations of billions of people in 
Africa, Asia, and the Americas against the globalization agenda and its enforcers. A key question on 
the movement’s horizon then is: how can this multiplicity of struggle in the Third World be 
expressed and amplified by the antiglobalization demonstrations in the metropoles of Europe and 
North America?

* * *
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suicide attack in Nasiriyah that killed 31 people, including at least 18 Italians. The attack marked 
Italy’s worst military combat loss since World War II.

Addressing a special session of the Senate, Berlusconi called for continued support for the 
approximately 2,300 Italian troops in Iraq. He said "I expect proof of loyalty and democratic 
maturity regarding those who have lost their lives." Berlusconi supported the U.S.-led invasion of 
Iraq despite massive protests in major cities across Italy in the build-up to the invasion. In the 
February 15th antiwar demonstrations, up to 3 million people took to the streets in Rome alone.

·Milan Rai, author of War Plan Iraq and one of the founders of Voices in the Wilderness, UK. His 
latest book is Regime Unchanged: Why the War on Iraq Chaned Nothing (Pluto).
· Silvia Federici, associate professor in Political Philosophy at Hofstra University, and coordinator 
of the Committee for Academic Freedom in Africa. She is the editor of several books including 
Enduring Western Civilization: The Construction of the Concept of Western Civilization and Its  
Others.

TRANSCRIPT

AMY GOODMAN: Italian Prime Minister Sylvia Burlesconi rejected calls Wednesday to bring 
troops home following the suicide attack in Nasiriyah that killed 31 people, including at least 18 
Italians. The attack marked Italy’s worst military combat loss since World War II.

JUAN GONZALEZ: Addressing a special session of the Senate, Burlesconi called for continued 
support for the approximately 2,300 Italian troops in Iraq. He said, quote, "I expect proof of loyalty 
and democratic maturity regarding those who have lost their lives." Burlesconi supported the U.S.-
led invasion of Iraq despite massive protests in major cities across Italy in the buildup to the 
invasion. In the February 15 anti-war demonstrations, up to 3 million people took to the streets in 
Rome alone.

AMY GOODMAN: We’re joined in the studio now by Silvia Federici, associate professor in 
Political Philosophy at Hofstra University in Long Island, and coordinator for the Committee of 
Academic Freedom in Africa. She is the editor of several books including Enduring Western 
Civilization: The Construction of the Concept of Western Civilization and others, as well as Milan 
RAI, the author of War Plan Iraq. His latest book is called, Regime Unchanged: Why the War in 
Iraq Changed Nothing. Let’s begin with Silvia Federici. Professor Federici, you are from Italy. This 
is the worst combat disaster since World War II. What is the response?

SILVIA FEDERICI: The response is very mixed at the moment because as you can imagine, this is 
the moment mourning, so people were in the street, people were presenting their support to the 
families. It’s a moment of—at the same time of realization that the claims that that the government 
has made to justify its presence in Iraq cannot be sustained. I think in the short term, perhaps the 
Berlusconi government may be able to turn this terrible event into a rally for patriotism and more 
commitment in Iraq. At the same time on the long term, I think that it’s going to escalate the process 
that has been there all along and has never ceased. It was very, very, as you said, it was very intense, 
in the period of the war. Now, the Berlusconi government has been clever in the sense that it has 
supported the war effort, but claim to the 3,200 troops that are there are not there in any combat 
format. They’re not there as an occupying force. They’re purely there to provide humanitarian aid. 
And, in fact, as the N.G.O.'s were leaving, because of the attacks in Baghdad, and other parts of the 
country, the government very proudly would go on TV and say, you see, we are there because we 
remain, because without us, the children will not have support from medical teams will not be able
—so, there's been this claim that I’m not so sure how much it has affected the public opinion, but it 
is a humanitarian intervention . . . we are not there. And this is why we can’t take a separate route 



from the French and Germans. Well, this is now over. This is over, and I expect very soon—see, at 
the end of the year, the presence of the troops has to be decided again—has to be voted in 
parliament. And at the moment, there’s a great division in the opposition. And because the left 
coalition, the main opposition of the government, the center left coalition is divided in two parts. 
There are smaller parties like the Greens who are completely opposed. they want the troops out now 
and they think total disengagement is the only road to go, but at the same time the major parties of 
the center left coalition, which is the party, one who is the former communist party, and the other, 
the former D.C. party the Christian Democrats. They have accepted the hue humanitarian 
intervention line. And they want Italy to be part of the reconstruction. So, they’re very divided on 
what to do.

JUAN GONZALEZ: Well, Berlusconi is not only the leader of the country, he’s also the biggest 
media baron of the country.

SILVIA FEDERICI: Right.

JUAN GONZALEZ: What has been the impact in terms of the media that he controls in terms of 
the coverage of these issues, such as Iraq and has he been able to utilize that to help shape public 
opinion?

SILVIA FEDERICI: You know, it’s difficult to measure how much public opinion particularly 
when it’s so soon. But certainly there’s been a major, major use of the media. You see it’s not the 
media that controls the Iraq thing it’s also the state run media. Because now, in fact, Berlusconi 
controls the private channels, TV channels stations he has, as well as the state run media, the public 
TV, the state run channels. We can see this has been a tremendous build up of patriotic sentiment. 
But I don’t believe. Keep in mind also that Italy is going through tremendous crisis. There’s a 
tremendous opposition to the position of the government on other fronts. For example . . . the 
pension reform. Workers have been out, the labor reforms the government is trying to bring out, the 
pension reform, Italy is going through tremendous crisis because of the devastation, economic 
devastation, produced by the heat wave this summer and the drought. So, for people it is very 
unlikely that these tragic events can really turn around what has been a widespread rejection of 
Italian presence, which I think has been softened to some extent because of the claim that this was a 
humanitarian mission. But now they there cannot be illusion. It’s very clear that, you say one other 
argument that the government has made on TV over and over and over is that the reason why the 
headquarters was in the center of the town was precisely because of that. Because Italians were 
really working in the population with the population and so on. And—while that, too, is going to—
regardless of the truth of that, but it’s certainly going to change in the aftermath of these events.

AMY GOODMAN: Our guest is Sylvia Federicci, a professor at Hofstra University in Long Island. 
and Milan Rai, his book is called, "Regime Unchanged". Milan Rai, Rumsfeld said there are no 
plans for an early withdraw from Iraq but said that Iraqis will get more power more quickly as—
than the U.S. thought. This comes as Japan decides not to send soldiers to Iraq.

MILAN RAI: I think there’s a presence of 'Iraqification,' trying to put Arabs on front line 
politically as well as militarily. But I think the united states is still determined to maintain its 
dominance of the political economic and social reconstruction of Iraq. And also the security 
reconstruction of Iraq. So, last year I wrote a book called "War Plan Iraq," which was predicting—
saying that the united states was not seriously interested in regime change in Iraq. I think all of the 
evidence since then has—tends to validate that. So, last October, the white house spokesperson Ari 
Fleischer said when he was asked about the tens of billions of dollars that an invasion and 
occupation could cost, that could be saved with the cost of one bullet. When he was asked whether 
he was advocating the assassination of Saddam Hussein, he said that he would welcome regime 



change in whatever form it took. President bush’s ultimatum on the 17th of march was that Saddam 
Hussein and his two sons should leave Iraq, and then there would be no war. So, it’s a very small 
circle in terms of Saddam Hussein and his senior leadership, who were the problem. But the 
political, military, bureaucratic, judicial intelligence system, which has controlled Iraq, and which 
has turned the whole country into a prison cell, and carried out the massacres of the Kurds in the 
1980’s and the Shia who were massacred after the uprising in 1991, that system was not a problem, 
and that system was intended to continue.

So, one of the ways kind of describing the problem that the united states is facing in Iraq is how 
come the united states and Britain invaded with forces which they knew could not control the 
country of 23 million people, and the simple fact is that they were intending to use the security 
forces which were already controlling that country of 23 million people and foreseeing the U.S. and 
British officials were saying that plainly just before and after the war started. After the fall of the 
regime and the disintegration of the system it was in the first weeks of April reconstructed. So, in 
the ministries, the minister and deputy minister were out and number three would be promoted, that 
the chief of police in Baghdad, the first chief of police selected by the united states used to be the 
deputy chief of police under Saddam Hussein. The second person they selected as the chief of 
police used to be Saddam Hussein’s chief of police in Baghdad. Then there was a wave of outrage 
from the Iraqi people, and a lot of these people were haven’t away because the u.s. Had to bow to 
the level of popular outrage. There was the deba’athification order.

Despite that there were reports in The New York Times, Sunday Times in London that spies from 
Iraq’s intelligence agency have been rehired and are working for the C.I.A. in Iraq. Senior 
republican commander was selected to be the governor of the province from which Saddam Hussein 
comes from which the capital is Tikrit. So, in terms of the security forces and in a lot of positions 
former regime figures are being restored to power, and that’s what I would describe as the partial 
reunification of Iraq. We were told it was for weapons of mass destruction and by the regime being 
so evil that we have to use force to get rid of it, but what’s happened is that a lot of the people who 
were part of Saddam Hussein’s regime are enjoying power because of choices made by the U.S. and 
U.K. they are on our payroll. They are not acting in the best interests of the Iraqi people.

JUAN GONZALEZ: At the same time, the part of the—the part of this whole occupation that 
hasn’t gotten very much attention is the attempt of the united states government to radically 
overhaul the Iraqi economy. I understand recently, economist Jeffrey Sachs and Joseph Stiglits 
criticized the Bush policy as almost crazy are the words they used because they’re attempting to 
privatize an enormous state-run industry without any legal basis because occupation troops cannot-
an occupation government cannot change the laws of the nation so there’s a huge legal problem but 
at the same time they seem to be moving forwards with plans to privatize.

MILAN RAI: That’s right. Under the general knee have a conventions, an occupying power is not 
required to carry out the changes in the legal framework of the country. So, if there is an elected 
government in Iraq, then it will have the legal authority to rip up all of those contracts and say this 
is being done illegally and we are going to make our own decisions as a nation and not simply take 
the decisions which have been imposed on us by the people who invaded and occupied us.

AMY GOODMAN: Milan Rai, President Bush is going to Britain next week. Yesterday we read a 
headline that "The Independent" of London’s reporting that the U.S. is attempting to severely curtail 
protests during President Bush’s visit to London. Police have told protest organizers that have 
rolling exclusion zone will be set up in order to insure that television cameras will never capture 
images of Bush or his motorcade and protesters at the same time. Marchers have also been banned 
in parts of central London. Jeremy Corbin, the Labour M.P. Said that the police are under the 
pressure from the Americans. The losers are the British people who want to show their opposition to 



the Iraq war.

MILAN RAI: That’s right. We kind of went on an exchange program. Tony Blair coming here and 
President Bush going there. Before I left I was in contact with people around the country who were 
organizing non-violent civil disobedience about that visit. It has galvanized the anti-war movement 
in Britain which, to my surprise, has remained strong and coherent since the war and there’s been a 
whole lot of activity going on at the grassroots level and I expect that there will be—if there is a 
heavy-handed approach, there probably will be quite a bit of disorder in London, and so there’s 
going to be civil disobedience on the 19th on his first day there and a big demonstration on the 20th. 
We’ll just have to see how that plays out. There are a lot of people who want to make their views 
clear to the people of the world, people of the united states, and just on—just how much they abhor 
the idea of sort of concretizing Britain’s subservient to the Bush administration.

AMY GOODMAN: Milan Rai, I want to thank you for being with us and his book is called 
"Regime Unchanged." and Sylvia Federicci, professor at Hofstra University in New York.

THE WAR IN YUGOSLAVIA. ON WHOM THE BOMBS 
ARE FALLING? 

Massimo De Angelis and Silvia Federici 
Introduction 

As we are writing--June 7, 1999--in Kumanovo, Macedonia, the diplomats are negotiating the terms 
of the „agreement¾ that is supposed to bring peace back to Yugoslavia. For many people this may 
signify the end of the war. This, however, is not our view. We believe that the war is not over, and 
the anti-war movement would be mistaken if it now folded up its tents and shifted its attention to a 
new issue. This is why this article, written at the peak of the bombings, is presented here in its 
original form. In our view, the analysis it provides, and the issues it raises are as valid today, when 
the talks seem to be of peace, as they were yesterday, when the bombs openly intended to destroy 
Yugoslavia were falling. It is an analysis that wants to contribute to the creation of an anti-war 
movement aware of long-term trends and patterns, and aiming not just to stop wars once they start, 
but to prevent their occurrence. 

i. Prologue at 5,000 metres 
From the cockpit of an F-16 flying at 5,000 meters, you can't see, nor smell, nor be sprayed with the 
blood of "collateral damage." The sensory reality of war has been detached, cleaned away from the 
"productive" activity of the warrior, as it has from the language of NATO's reports on the alleged 
"mistakes." Here we cannot fail to notice the institutional, racist cynicism of NATO, which weighs 
the lives of Serbian children and other civilians and finds them less important than those of 
Western¼ soldiers; as we are told that "collateral damage" is "a price worth paying" to force 
Milosevic to concede defeat with a minimum of politically unsustainable allied casualties. This is 
trading the human rights of some, in this case mostly innocent civilians, for the human rights of 
others, with NATO as the self-appointed judge of their relative value. 

ii. The (in)humanitarian war
There is now mounting evidence that the justifications and aims given for the war against 
Yugoslavia are not credible, and far from protecting Kosovar Albanians the bombings have 
worsened their plight. We know for instance that 
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-the Rambouillet Agreements was never meant to be accepted by the Yugoslavian government, as 
they were phrased in such a way as to ensure their rejection, demanding (among other things) that 
NATO have unlimited access to any part of Yugoslavia, by sea, air, and land, and be dispensed from 
any legal accountability (Pilger 1999). 

-on the eve of the first bombings, the Yugoslavian Parliament had approved a resolution accepting 
the restoration of Kosovo's autonomy, and the presence of a UN peace-keeping force to monitor its 
enforcement. 

-far from protecting the Kosovar Albanians the bombings have increased the rate of their 
expulsions, killed and terrorized many of them, including the large number of those who did remain 
in Kosovo, or fled from Kosovo into Serbia. 

-the health of Yugoslavian people, ethnic Albanians included, will continue for a long time to be 
damaged because of the devastation and contamination to which the Yugoslavian territory has been 
subjected, with the release in the air and ground of immense amounts of toxic substances, including 
depleted uranium (Depleated Uranium Education Project 1997). 

Indeed, as many critics have pointed out, if humanitarian reasons were the motive, then this war 
was a catastrophic failure. Moreover, how can we believe that NATO is fighting for the self-
determination of the Albanian population in Kosovo, when it has denied the same right to the 
Palestinians and the Kurds (among others), and when the US has subverted every democratically 
elected government in the world whenever it has suited its needs? Or, as Mumia Abu-Jamal puts it, 
"Isn't it strange that these same powers have, for half a century or more, turned a blind eye to virtual 
holocausts throughout the charnel houses of Europe? Where were the Western powers when the 
Kurds have been savaged, herded and decimated by the border states of Turkey, Iraq and Iran? The 
fate of the Basques in the borders between France and Spain is, for all intents and purposes, off the 
table. National ethnic minorities continue to be treated like the trash of Euro-states; consider the 
Roma (so-called Gypsies) who are seen, perceived and treated as the `white niggers' of Europe. 
Even as we see NATO dropping metallic death on Serbia because of their mistreatment of "ethnic 
minorities," the cities and towns of Europe are doing all that they can to make immigration as 
difficult as possible for people seeking asylum." (Mumia Abu-Jamal 1999) 

Last but not least, not only has the NATO bombings dramatically increased the flood of refugees, 
now reaching more than one million; the knowledge that this disaster would inevitably happen was 
well available before the bombing started. Why then has NATO decided to pursue this strategy ? It 
is in answering this questions that we may find some hints on the reasons for today's war. 

iii. The inhuman agenda of NATO (and G8, and WTO, and IMF, and 
OECD, and . . . ) 

If the justifications given for the war against Yugoslavia are not credible, then what is the real 
agenda? To answer this question we must place the war in the context of the major developments 
that have been shaping politics in the Balkans and internationally since the fall of the Berlin Wall, 
that marked the end of the Cold War. Primary among them are: 

The process of "economic globalization," by which international capital has imposed a neo-liberal 
agenda enforcing debt and austerity on every region of the world, and placed much of the former 
state socialist countries and the Third World under the control of the multinational corporations and 
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank [(Chossudovsky 1997), (Midnight 
Notes 1992)]. 

The crisis of state-communism in Central and Eastern Europe (in part activated by the shift to 



market reforms) and the resultant eastward expansion of NATO [(Granville 1999), (Holbrooke 
1995), (Kluger 1996), (The Economist 1989)]. 

The deepening capitalist crisis (reflected in the collapse of the Asian economies, the profit 
stagnation in Europe, and the increasing social opposition to further liberalization and austerity) 
which accelerates the rush to commercially exploit new areas of the world, and the effort by 
corporate capital to find new sources of cheap labor [(Chossudovsky 1997), (Gervasi 1998)]. 

Viewed in the context of these developments, NATO's attack on Yugoslavia (the last act in the 
dismemberment of the country) has many objectives: 

The battering of Yugoslavia, added to the entry of Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic into NATO, 
continues the political transformation of the map of Europe initiated by the reunification of 
Germany. It serves to creates a capitalist block, stretching from the Adriatic to the edges of the 
former Soviet Union, and is part of the eastward expansion of NATO, decided by the Clinton 
Administration since at least 1994, and increasingly urgent for the EU and the US, in the face of the 
growing social opposition to neoliberal programs in Central and Eastern Europe and Russia as well. 

The war can be used to defeat the resistance of the Yugoslavian working class to neo-liberalism, 
which has forced the state to put a halt to the planned process of privatization, so that (until the 
bombings started) state-owned industries were still in place, and so were subsidies to farmers and 
unemployed workers [(Petras and Vieux 1996), (Dyker 1999), (Judah 1999), (Kuzmanic 1994)]. 
Not surprisingly, the bombings have targeted all of Yugoslavia's productive structures, including the 
plant that produced the famous Yugo (a cheap car widely used in the country and exported), making 
sure that people will have no means to resist their forced integration into the global economy. The 
bombings are also sending a message to other resistant workers in Eastern Europe, as e.g. the coal 
miners in Romania, who, early this year had to be militarily defeated, because of their strong 
opposition to the closing of the mines demanded by the International Monetary Fund (New York 
Times 1999b). 

The war also lays the groundwork for the encirclement of Russia which, although weakened 
economically and militarily, is still seen as a threat. Here too political and economic goals go hand 
in hand. 

The US and IMF anxiety about Russia's "commitment to reform" is now obsessive, since Russia has 
so far failed to complete the "transition" process. It has not privatized land, it has not shut down its 
subsidized state-industries, it is resisting the importation of grain from the US. Worst of all, as of 
June 2, 1999, it has, for the second time in less than a year, defaulted on its international debt. 

Equally worrisome (from the viewpoint of NATO and the US) are reports that the great majority of 
Russians regard the US-supported Yeltsin regime with unconcealed hatred, and among ordinary 
people such terms as "market reforms" and "market economy" have now the force of obscenities, 
because of the collapse in the standard of living the attempted privatization process has caused 
(Burbach et al. 1997: 123-124). The support given by the US to the Russian reforms has also 
generated an anti-American mood in the most diverse Russian circles, and strengthened the ties 
between Russia and other parts of the former Soviet Union, especially Belarus and the Ukraine. 
Thus, the possibility of a "nostalgic return," or of a new type of communism is real (Dawisha 1996). 
In this context, the defeat of Yugoslavia could be used to remind the world, and above all wavering 
leaders of 'transition economies,' that there is no alternative to free-market capitalism and 
demonstrate the futility of resistance to it. 

The war against Yugoslavia also gives US and European capital control over a region that is rich in 



mineral resources and is strategically located at the cross-roads between Western Europe, Eastern 
Europe and the Middle East, thus dominating some of Europe's most important trade routes 
[(Gambino 1999), (New York Times 1999e), (Flounders 1998)]. 

In particular, the battering and possible subjugation of Yugoslavia plays a role in the planned 
commercial exploitation of the Caspian Sea (Gervasi 1998), which has oil reserves comparable to 
those of the Persian Gulf and, accordingly, has been declared to be part of the US sphere of interest 
[(Levine 1999), (Financial Times 1999), (Finardi 1999), Chatterjee 1998), (Shenov 1999), (New 
York Times 1999a)]. 

As the Clinton Administration has repeatedly stressed, the stakes here are very high, since it is 
believed that on the control of the Caspian oil depends the fate of the post-communist world, and 
how much influence the US will have in determining its outcome (Kinzer 1998). 

At stake is the ability of the US to attract into its sphere of influence the post-Soviet Central Asian 
republics of Kazakhstan, Azerbajian and Turkmenistan, by giving them an independent economic 
basis, and thereby weakening their ties with Russia and Russia's influence in global affairs. 

This the US plans to accomplish by building a pipeline transporting the Caspian oil to Western 
Europe--a pipeline that, moving through Georgia and Turkey, would by-pass Iran and especially 
Russia, so that both countries' ability to profit from the Caspian oil bonanza would be severely 
limited (Shenov et al. 1999). But to succeed Washington must assure the oil companies and the 
Caspian republics that it is ready to back their investments by military force against any possible 
Russian interference (Kinzer 1998). The bombings of Yugoslavia seal the deal, as the first test of 
both the Russian state's resolve in supporting a client state in the face of a NATO attack, and the US 
determination to use any available means to make its interest prevail. 

Last, the war cements the alliance between US and the EU, and confirms US leadership in the 
alliance, as well as NATO' s role as western capital's only credible military force. 

As already in the case of Bosnia (and we could add the Gulf War and "Operation Restore Hope" in 
Somalia), one of the casualties of this new military intervention is European independence. 
Trumpeted since the early 1990s with the Maastricht Treaty and the construction of monetary union, 
this has been increasingly sacrificed to the need of overcoming Europe's economic stagnation, 
whose solution is partly entrusted to a process of eastward expansion [(Martin and Ross 1999), (Ash 
1999)]. 

As the growing flow of European capital to Eastern Europe demonstrates, Europe has much to gain 
from a "colonization" of the Balkans (Clark et al. 1998). This is possible, however, only through the 
military intervention of the US, the only country in the world that has, persistently, for many 
decades, been committed to, and prepared for world domination. It is on this basis that Germany 
and France have accepted the humiliation inflicted upon them at Dayton, and suffered their 
marginalization in the first major European crisis since WWII, and today they are participating in 
the destruction of Yugoslavia, despite the risks it involves for the future of Europe. 

Finally, the refugee crisis and the prospected integration of the Balkan area's battered economies 
into the global capitalist circuit provide the European ruling class with a new source of cheap labor 
right at the heart of Europe. They promote further competition in the labor markets throughout the 
continent, likely to result in downward pressures on workers' wages-- a key objective at a time 
when European capital is much lamenting its slow growth, and striving to convince European 
workers to accept substantial cuts in social benefits (Singer 1996). 



European workers will pay in another ways as well for the war. In addition to facing a stiffer 
competition on their jobs, they will also have to pay the bill for the reconstruction, for the "clean 
up," as Clinton put it, in his Memorial Day pronouncement on May 31, 1999 (New York Times 
1999d). 

Thus, the war in Yugoslavia, with its heavy demand on the military budget of the NATO countries, 
will also serve immediate domestic goals, by helping to complete (in the name of war spending and 
investment in the reconstruction) the dismantling of the European and US welfare systems (Wall 
Street Journal 1999). Put in other words, (and to paraphrase Martin Luther King) the bombs falling 
on Yugoslavia may indeed explode in Western Europe and the US, destroying, for instance, their 
pension and social security system, threatened by the rising cost of militarization. 

Whatever the partition of financial responsibility (no matter which working class is destined to pay 
more for it) the IMF and World Bank are already providing some post-war reconstruction scenarios 
(IMF and World Bank 1999). It seems that grants will be provided only to support the basic needs 
of the refugees, while the inevitable gap in the balance of payments for 1999, for the countries of 
the region, will be largely closed by further debt. In other words: first the economic and financial 
elites imposed impoverishing neoliberal policies in the region, policies that shattered the social 
fabric and created the context in which brutal and murderous nationalisms have flourished. Then, 
they seized the opportunity for military action resulting in further deaths and enviromental 
devastation (since diplomatic options were left in a dead end, with the insistence, at Rambouillet, 
that NATO troops be present in the Yugoslav territory and NATO be allowed unchecked movement 
in any part of Yugoslavia). Soon, they will wear again the banker's hat to "help" in the 
reconstruction, cashing in new interest payments and, especially, prospecting a more "stable" 
environment for business, thanks to NATO¼s heavy military presence in the region. 

iv. The world's Panopticon. 
Projected on a global scenario, the war on Yugoslavia appears as the other side of the process of 
financial recolonization that has taken place in much of the world over the last decade, and the 
increasing subjugation of every aspect of life to the rule of money. By this rule markets have been 
introduced where previously there were commons, welfare provisions have been cut across the 
globe, workers' entitlements have been reduced or eliminated, poverty has been imposed worldwide 
(Chossudovsky 1997). This war that the World Bank, the IMF and other financial elites managing 
the global economy are waging, ultimately needs missiles and other deadly weapons, to keep people 
on course, producing for the global economy, at rhythms and retributions favorable to capital 
accumulation. In other words, globalization is not possible without the presence a military force 
capable of breaking the resistance to it worldwide, a resistance often expressed in confused and 
contradictory forms. Today, only the US has the military capability to pursue "flexible" punishing 
raids across the globe--hence the European subordination to it. However, the war on Yugoslavia has 
accelerated the urgency for Europe to match and complement the military strength the US, 
especially in those technologies that make prompt and flexible intervention possible (Nicoll 1999). 

Today, war and conquest are not the outer manifestation of inter-capitalist rivalry, as the early 
twentieth century critics of imperialism like Hobson and Lenin claimed (Lenin 1967). In the late 
twentieth century inter-capitalist rivalry occurs within an alliance united by the determination to 
pursue economic globalization. Also, territorial conquest is not the objective of war. Rather, the goal 
is the construction of a global security prison, in which the rules of the market are unconditionally 
accepted, and every alternative is ruled out. It is a security prison resembling in spirit Jeremy 
Bentham's Panopticon, the total surveillance regime devised to increase the prisoners-workers' 
efficiency. As George Caffentzis (1998) pointed out in the case of the Gulf War, in this Panopticon 
regime "where everything that occurs on the planet has to been seen, controlled and approved by the 



US government (or its representatives in an international agency it controls) . . . the US is not only 
aiming to be the `cop' of the world, as it did in the 1960s, but it aspires to be the `investigator,' 
`warden' and `executioner' of the `world' as well at the dawn of the 21st century."

The war on Yugolsavia thus is showing us that we are entering into a new stage of imperialism 
where the US and NATO-EU are claiming the right to violate the sovereignty of other nations for 
the most fraudulent excuses, and are now ready (as at the time of 19th century gunboat diplomacy) 
to just bomb their way to the resources or markets they want. This means that we need an anti-war 
movement that is not just concerned with this or that war, but with the whole "bloody neocolonial 
paradigm" that sustains, legitimizes and promotes each war venture. The opposition against the next 
wars to be fought for inhuman rights must start now with the opposition to it. 

v. The deadlock of the anti-war movement 
Against this background one has to wonder why the anti-war movement has failed so far to respond 
to the barbaric attack that has been launched against the Yugoslavian population, including the 
Albanian refugees, hundreds of whom have been carbonized by NATO bombs. Could it be that 
people are accepting the absurd logic whereby if they oppose the war they necessarily are making a 
stand in support of the Milosevic regime? If that is the case, then we encourage people to listen to 
the many appeals coming from those in Belgrade who have opposed the Milosevic regime, who 
repeatedly have denounced that the bombings only strengthen his position. 

Or could it be that people believe that the pitiless, uninterrupted bombing of an entire population for 
71 days so far, and the destruction of a century of people's work, can have some benefit after all? 
Then those who are tempted to take this path should consider the following. 

Can the US (the leader of this operation) be entrusted with the well-being and rescue of the 
Kosovars, or for that matter of any other population? Have we forgotten Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 
or Vietnam where children are still born deformed because of the thousands of tons of napalm 
spread over the country during the war? or Nicaragua, Angola, Mozambique, Cambodia, Chile, 
Guatemala, Grenada, Panama, Iraq, Somalia[e.g., for Panama see (Independent Commission on 
Inquiry on the US Invasion of Panama 1991) and (Wheaton 1992); for Iraq see (Midnight Notes 
1992) and (Clark 1994)]. What do people need to see and hear in order to distrust a power structure 
responsible for invading half the planet in the course of a few decades, directly or through proxies, 
and subverting any genuine attempt at self-determination all across the world? Again, shouldn't we 
be suspicious about the fact that the US allegedly wishes to protect the Albanians' right to self-
determination, given that all throughout its history it has never granted this right to any nation -- 
certainly not to the Native American Indians, nor, more recently to the Palestinians, nor, to stay 
closer to the ground of the war, to the Serbs of the Kraina, who were brutally expelled from their 
homes in 1995, with a military operation comparable in its ferocity only to the Nazi invasion of 
Yugoslavia, amidst the deafening silence of the "international community"? 

Last but not least, what would people say if Russia and China were to bomb the cities of the United 
States on account of the US government's massive violations of human rights? 

And why should we believe that the destruction of Yugoslavia was the only possible path to assure 
the rights of the Albanian population? 

On the ground there are a million refugees who are said to support the NATO intervention. 
However, nobody has asked them whether, given the choice, they would have rather liked to see the 
billion dollars that have been and will be used to bomb Serbia, invested in Kosovo's social services, 
or donated by western banks, as transfer payments, to the unemployed -- which in 1998 reached 
40% of the labor force (RIINVEST 1998) -- or devoted to reducing income differences in the 



region, or spent in any way that might undermine the economic roots of "ethnic cleansing." Indeed, 
the question that nobody is asking is this: how many ethnic cleansings are carried on in conditions 
of prosperity for all? How many in conditions of poverty and social uncertainty? To exit the 
deadlock and prevent the next war -- surely to be fought for very (in)humanitarian purposes -- the 
anti-war movement of today must start to build bridges with the anti-debt movement, the various 
sections of the anti-globalization movement (anti-MAI, anti-WTO, anti-IMF, anti-G7, etc.), and 
continue to make connections between struggles on different issues. The alternative to war is often 
simpler than our arrogant governments think: just put the money where your mouth is and fund 
human rights! 
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Sylvia Federici's "Caliban and the Witch: Women the Body 
and Primitive Accumulation" 

Caliban and the Witch is one of the most exciting books i have read all year. In many ways similar 
to Maria Mies' Patriarchy and Accumulation on a World Scale, Caliban and the Witch focuses 
much more on Europe, while bringing Federici's own autonomous Marxist perspective to bear on 
the subject at hand. This book is very much a history of the making of the European working class, 
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a re-telling of the birth of capitalism, with women at the center of the story. While there is some 
repetition from chapter to chapter (one suspects that some of them could stand on their own), the 
picture painted is moving and accessible, and Federici draws on an abundance of scholarly sources. 
Unfortunately, while the story tends to progress chronologically, there is a lot of going back and 
forth by hundreds of years at a time and jumping from one country to another, which sometimes 
makes it difficult to grasp in what actual order and fashion certain things occurred. However, this is 
a minor matter, and does not detract from the story as it is told.

Read alongside Patriarchy and Accumulation on a World Scale and Butch Lee's The Military  
Struggle of Women and Children, i believe that Caliban and the Witch can be a useful tool in laying 
the foundations of a movement that is at the same time anti-capitalist, anti-patriahcl and anti-
colonialist. Not to say that the book does not have its weaknesses, but there is far more good than 
bad here.

I have written an in-depth review of Caliban and the Witch, a shortened version of shich is being 
published in the revolutionary journal Upping the Anti in December 2005. You can read a longer 
version of my review on my site here: Caliban and the Witch; a Book Review. 
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Women’s oppression is a subject at the center of our struggle for human liberation, but serious 
discussions as to why women suffer distinct forms of oppression, and why rape and other violence 
is so important in this, have generally been beyond the scope of most left analysis. What we get 
instead are platitudes about “culture,” “backwardness” and “personal attitudes,” occasionally 
slipping into plain old biological determinism in materialist drag. 

While there are no definitive answers yet, Silvia Federici’s Caliban and the Witch is a welcome 
addition to a growing list of works that take these questions seriously from an anti-capitalist and 
anti-colonialist perspective. In so doing, previously “invisible”[1]  forms of oppression and 
resistance are brought to light, and this “peripheral” question is shown to be central not only to 
capitalist history, but also to our unfinished quest to find a road out of it. 

Antecedents
Karl Marx pointed out long ago that the transition from feudalism to capitalism required a special 
form of “accumulation” (or what some might call “wealth creation”) that differed from the 
“normal” exploitation of the wage worker. He referred to this as “primitive accumulation” 
(primitive as in “what came first”), noting that capital came to the world “dripping from head to 
foot, from every pore, with blood and dirt.”[2]  

Marx was talking about the super-exploitation of indigenous people in the colonies and slaves in 
America, but “primitive accumulation” was supposed to stay “primitive,” i.e. it was meant to be 
specific to early capitalism, to the transition away from feudalism. It was fifty years later that one of 
his keenest students, Rosa Luxemburg, pointed out that “capitalism in its full maturity also depends 
in all respects on non-capitalist strata and social organizations existing side by side with it.”[3]  It is 
continually forced to suck in these “non-capitalist social strata,” and in the process “whole peoples 
are destroyed and ancient cultures flattened.”[4] 

More recently, two different tendencies within the feminist movement have each developed ideas 
which, together, help throw added light on this ongoing process of accumulation. The first, centered 
around Selma James, Mariarosa Dalla Costa and the Wages for Housework Campaign, exposed the 
way in which women’s unpaid labour, especially housework, conforms to the Marxist definition of 
exploitation. Capitalism receives a real material benefit from this work, as it offloads the cost of 
maintaining and raising male wage workers on to the female proletariat.

The second tendency grew out of struggles in the Third World, where women first exposed the 
hidden relationship between capitalism, violence, and patriarchal oppression. These women pointed 
out that violence and sexism have always accompanied both the colonialism of the past and present-
day neo-colonialism. It was German feminist Maria Mies’ book Patriarchy and Accumulation on a 
World Scale (first published in English in 1986) that synthesized many of these ideas and first 
brought them to the attention of First World leftists.

Drawing on the experiences of the Indian feminist movement, Mies convincingly showed how 
accumulation continues to depend on the unwaged labour of women and the dispossession of 
peasants, especially (but not only) in the Third World. This process is often qualitatively different 
from how Marxists traditionally understand exploitation, as it is not surplus that is being extracted 
but the very necessities of life, so that capitalist violence often verges on genocide. Mies argued that 
this has always been a necessary (but hidden) part of capitalism, and that the first people to be 
victimized in this way were the women who were murdered in the Witch Hunt in 16th and 17th 
century Europe. 

This body of knowledge forms the background to Caliban and the Witch, which is in many ways 
similar to Patriarchy and Accumulation on a World Scale but focuses much more on Europe, while 



bringing the author’s own autonomous Marxist perspective to bear on the subject at hand. This book 
is very much a history of the making of the European working class, a re-telling of the birth of 
capitalism, with women at the center of the story. While there is some repetition from chapter to 
chapter (one suspects that some of them could stand on their own), the picture painted is moving 
and accessible, and Federici draws on an abundance of scholarly sources. Unfortunately, while the 
story tends to progress chronologically, there is a lot of going back and forth by hundreds of years at 
a time and jumping from one country to another, which sometimes makes it difficult to grasp in 
what actual order and fashion certain things occurred. However, this is a minor matter, and does not 
detract from the story as it is told. 

Federici does not discuss distant human origins, antiquity, or indigenous civilizations before 
colonialism, but starts out in Europe’s “High” Middle Ages[5]. The ruling class at that time 
consisted of the Church and the various warlords who formed a continental military caste known as 
the nobility. Most people were serfs: peasants who were not allowed to move from “their” plot of 
land, whose property and persons were not their own, who were forced to labour and submit to the 
authority of the lord, who was often boss, policeman, judge and executioner rolled into one. 

Yet contrary to popular belief, this was a world in revolt, where the poor were winning and the 
ruling class was on the defensive. Serfdom would eventually be abolished, not as a result of 
aristocratic benevolence, but in reaction to struggles by the serfs themselves. Not only the covert 
“weapons of the weak”[6] (such as sabotage, foot-dragging, theft, etc.), but also in organized armed 
religious-political movements that swept across the continent. These “heretical sects” attracted 
hundreds of thousands of people, and openly called for a classless society, often specifically 
rejecting gender hierarchies as well as hierarchies of wealth. Not surprisingly, there were a 
disproportionately large number of women among those who banded together and took up arms 
against the powers that be, in what Federici describes as the first proletarian international.

These women were not acting as sidekicks or girlfriends or wives, but in their own right, and for 
their own reasons. These are women, we are told, who “were less dependent on their male kin, less 
differentiated from them physically, socially, and psychologically, and were less subservient to 
men’s needs than ‘free’ women were to be later in capitalist society.”[7]

Women, however, were not in the same boat as men, and this division persists throughout our story, 
repeatedly determining the very course of European history. The fact is that with each offensive on 
the part of the ruling class, each advance in exploitation, women were particularly hard hit. If, as 
Walter Rodney wrote, “the increase in productive capacity was accompanied by increasing 
inequality at all stages,”[8]  then Federici shows that this also implies inequality between men and 
women. So medieval “women’s struggles” were not separate from “class struggles” (any more than 
they are today), rather they were class struggles in their own right. Gender, we are told, “should be 
treated as a specification of class relations.”[9]

Other Marxists (and anarchists) have written about the heresies, and over the past fifty years many 
women have shown that these revolts “had gender.” Several authors have also uncovered the fact 
that there was a definite queer element to many of the sects concerned[10]. Almost one thousand 
years ago, these people were expressing a unity of struggle which survives in broken form even 
today, no matter how much assimilated queers, career women and left-wing defenders of 
heterosexuality may insist otherwise. So while this is not groundbreaking stuff, it all bears 
repeating.

These sects were the chief political alternative to feudal oppression, and the seriousness of their 
challenge kept on intensifying, until it took the form of actual warfare in the early 15th century. At 
the same time there was an acute labour shortage, an aftereffect of the plague that had killed off a 



third of the population one hundred years earlier. This fact in particular gave workers and peasants 
the upper hand in determining their labour’s worth, and so wages skyrocketed, doubling and even 
tripling, while prices, rents and the length of the work day all dropped.[11] As the feudal economy 
failed, self-sufficient communities began to form. 

‘Now is the time’ – the sentence that recurs in the letters of [peasant rebel] John Ball– well  
illustrates the spirit of the European proletariat at the close of the 14th century, a time when, in  
Florence, the wheel of fortune was beginning to appear on the walls of taverns and work-shops, to  
symbolize the imminent change of lot”. [12]

One gets the impression that class rule might have been overthrown, that a radically different world 
was within reach. If the ruling class had only stuck to its old ways ... 

Enter Capitalism
Capitalism was the response of the feudal lords, the patrician merchants, the bishops and popes, to  
a centuries-long social conflict that, in the end, shook their power […] Capitalism was the counter-
revolution that destroyed the possibilities that had emerged from the anti-feudal struggle –  
possibilities which, if realized, might have spared us the immense destruction of lives and the  
natural environment that has marked the advance of capitalist relations worldwide. [13]

The term “counter-revolution” should be explained, as it might be understood as a reactionary 
offensive to restore or maintain the status quo. In actual fact, most counter-revolutions do not do 
this, rather they re-organize society in a new and more brutal way; like Nazism or the Taliban, what 
we are really talking about is a revolution from the right.

These analogies are chosen with care, for Europe in the 16th and 17th centuries bears a striking 
similarity to fascist and fundamentalist societies in our own time. Repression and control were the 
watchwords of the day, in fact modern medicine, psychology, demographics and the social sciences 
all developed at this time in a grand effort to learn how to make people “fit” into the straitjacket of 
capitalist relations.

As in Hitler’s Germany and the Taliban’s Afghanistan, the metaphysical nature of the human being 
herself was re-conceptualized: it was at this time that intellectuals separated the body from the mind 
(or conscience, or soul), leaving it a fleshy machine to be governed by either the disciplined 
individual or the State. Feelings like lust, hunger, anger and fatigue were all blamed on this 
“mindless” body, now described as a rebellious subject that needed to be tamed. As it came to be 
more and more repressed, those outside the realm of formal production – children, women, colonial 
subjects and people living outside of capitalism – all came to be associated with an ever-more wild, 
earthy, sexual and “natural” carnality. Patriarchal capitalism’s fetishes for Black and female bodies 
are ascribed to this process: “For the definition of blackness and femaleness as marks of bestiality 
and irrationality conformed with the exclusion of women in Europe and women and men in the 
colonies from the social contract implicit in the wage, and the consequent naturalization of their 
exploitation.”[14] 

The idea of a “mind/body dichotomy” being part of capitalist relations had a certain currency in 
feminist and anarchist circles back in the 1980s, and Mies referred to it as a “colonizing 
division,”[15]  though without any of the explanatory rigor found here. Over the past twenty years it 
has never been completely abandoned, but has found itself increasingly left to the practitioners of 
post-modernist mumbo jumbo, relegated to the margins of most serious political analysis.[16] In 
plain language and without recourse to spiritual or flakey concepts Federici convincingly explains 
how this self-alienation resulted from the brutality and violence of early capitalism.



At the same time as individuals were now supposed to be disciplined and deny themselves any 
“unproductive” pleasures, popular culture was also being attacked by the new capitalist 
intelligentsia. People had previously had a communal culture that was rich in games, folklore and 
ritual, and this now had to be suppressed or radically re-crafted: “taverns were closed, along with 
public baths. Nakedness was penalized, as were many other ‘unproductive’ forms of sexuality and 
sociality. It was forbidden to drink, swear, curse.”[17] Magical beliefs and superstitions, which 
often encouraged the belief that one might “get something for nothing,” were also attacked: “How 
could the new entrepreneurs impose regular work patterns on a proletariat anchored in the belief 
that there are lucky and unlucky days, that is, days on which one can travel and others on which one 
should not move from home, days on which to marry and others on which every enterprise should 
be carefully avoided?”[18] 

This suppression of people’s bodies and culture was the more sophisticated side of capitalist 
“progress,” but Federici also describes the many ways in which people were forced off of their land, 
including the Enclosures, the fencing off of common land which peasants depended on for their 
survival. Yet even once they were landless, too many preferred to take their chances in the teeming 
counter-culture of vagabonds, beggars and rebels than work for a wage. This led to “the 
introduction of ‘bloody laws’ against vagabonds, intended to bind workers to the jobs imposed on 
them, as once the serfs had been bound to the land, and the multiplication of executions.”[19] 

Men Were the Key: A Tragedy in Three Acts
A careful reading of Caliban and the Witch allows us to see that the capitalist counter-revolution 
was built around male violence against women.

As noted above, class warfare repeatedly forced the Church and nobles to retreat, resorting to 
defensive maneuvers. It now must be added that all too often these maneuvers laid the basis for 
more advanced forms of exploitation and left the ruling class in a position to regain the upper hand. 
One way this happened was by manipulating differences within the working class, by intensifying 
the exploitation of some sections in order to reduce pressure on, or even buy off, other sections. 
This has been done time and time again within our own recent history, along the fault-lines of race, 
sex and nation. Federici describes this as being one part of primitive accumulation, which “was also 
an accumulation of differences and divisions within the working class, whereby hierarchies built 
upon gender, as well as ‘race’ and age, become constitutive of class rule, and the formation of the 
modern proletariat.”[20] 

ACT ONE
The first example of this “accumulation of differences” that Federici gives is “commutation,” 
whereby serfdom was effectively ended in the 12th and 13th centuries, with rent and taxes replacing 
forced labour. This prefigured many contemporary reforms in that “like many workers’ ‘victories’ 
which only in part satisfy the original demands, commutation too co-opted the goals of the struggle, 
functioning as a means of social division and contributing to the disintegration of the feudal 
village.”[21] 

Previously, land had been held by the serf family (not just the husband), and the terms of servitude 
had been hereditary; now the land was rented (generally just to the “free” man) and the relationship 
was regulated by money. A very small minority who were lucky enough to live on the best plots 
were able to pay and even hire other peasants to work for them, but the vast majority found it 
difficult to pay, sometimes falling into debt, sometimes even losing their land.

This new class division had gender, and women were now often barred from possessing or 
inheriting land in their own name. Little wonder that they formed a majority of those who migrated 
to the towns and cities, and that they would be so prominent within the heretical sects.



ACT TWO
Two hundred years later, when as a consequence of widespread class revolt and the aftereffects of 
the plague the ruling class was again pushed to the brink, opportunism and division amongst the 
oppressed once more proved key. Federici explains how the rebelliousness of male workers was 
channeled into sexual violence, women’s bodies providing a pleasant diversion and safety valve to 
relieve social pressure. Drawing on the Jacques Rossiaud’s research about prostitution in 15th 
century France[22], she describes a literal rape movement, whereby sexual assaults on any poor 
woman were now tolerated by the authorities, essentially decriminalized. At the same time, state-
run brothels were established where the masses of poor landless women could earn the money 
necessary for their survival. (This helps to explain the “ascetism” and rejection of sex by certain 
medieval heretical sects – as we know from our own era, when sex is being used as a weapon, 
celibacy can be a liberating choice.)

Rossiaud interprets the mass raping of women as a form of class protest; the rapists often believed 
that their victims – often maids, servants, or washerwomen – had sex with their masters. This is one 
of the most intriguing parts of Caliban, even though only a page or so was spent discussing it. 
Neither the internet nor most standard works on medieval women discuss this, so considering that 
Federici describes this as a decriminalization of rape, and as a ruling class strategy, more 
information about the previous legal situation and supporting evidence that this was a thought-out 
plan would have been welcome.

It would be important to examine this in greater depth as the scapegoating of women for the crimes 
of the ruling class is still with us: the class resentment that is subsumed in hostility to the “rich 
bitch,” the loose woman who betrays her class (or nation), the JAP, the “daddy’s little princess”... 
remember how Eldridge Cleaver bragged that rape was an insurrectionary act?[23] Consider the 
following passage by Maria Mies: 

This dimension of the relationship of men of colonized countries to men of colonizing countries, I  
would like to call the BIG MEN-little men syndrome. The ‘little men’ imitate the BIG MEN. Those  
who have enough money can buy all those things the BIG MEN have, including women. Those who  
do not have enough money still have the same dreams. [24]

What Federici is describing in 15th century Europe seems to have been an early example of the 
“BIG MEN-little men syndrome,” which has since been exported to societies around the world. 
This was (is) not only class envy, but also a class conflict in gendered drag: male workers are 
offered free sex at the expense of women, for whom it spells a constant threat to any meaningful 
freedom at all.

This rape movement was a win-win situation for the authorities: both a carrot for the male workers 
and a stick for the female working class. And it was a sign of the times, for simultaneous to this rape 
movement a similar dynamic was playing out in regards to women’s labour. In this, too, craftsmen 
played a key role – campaigning to exclude women from their workshops, claiming that they were 
working for lower wages (lower than whom?[25]). So back in the 15th century, when people 
depended more and more on money to acquire the necessities of life, women’s ability to earn this 
money was curtailed to the benefit of men of their class. 

It was from this alliance between the crafts and the urban authorities, along with the continuing  
privatization of land, that a new sexual division of labor […] was forged, defining women in terms  
– mothers, wives, daughters, widows – that hid their status as workers, while giving men free  
access to women’s bodies, their labor, and the bodies and labor of their children. [26] 



One is reminded of Mies’ observation that “The process of proletarianization of the men was, 
therefore, accompanied by a process of housewifization of women.”[27] 

INTERMEZZO
It is here that a second question arises, one that lay hidden behind the question of violence against 
women: the nature of classes, and of class alliances. This is a question that Mies has tackled head 
on, but when Federici broaches it, her argument seems inconsistent. This does not detract from the 
wealth of information and insights that she does share with us, but it does leave room for misleading 
conclusions, so it is worth discussing.

These were cross-class alliances, whereby men separated themselves from working class women in 
order to ape the privileges and power of their “betters,” and yet Federici insists that male workers 
did not really benefit from their new position, that the “state-backed raping of poor women 
undermined the class solidarity that had been achieved in the anti-feudal struggle.”[28] 
Furthermore, “the devaluation and feminization of reproductive labor was a disaster also for male 
workers, for the devaluation of reproductive labor inevitably devalued its product: labor-
power.”[29] 

This is confusing, as it seems clear that some working class men most definitely did exploit women 
for their own gain. They enjoyed a formal economic gain in the form of higher wages. They 
benefited sexually by having increased access to women’s bodies. As women were warped through 
the process of housewifization, men eventually enjoyed a hidden economic bonus in that so much 
work that previously had to be paid for or done by the male worker himself was now done by the 
female houseworker. One is also reminded of what Mies wrote: 

Proletarian men do have an interest in the domestication of their female class companions. The  
material interest consists, on the one hand, in the man’s claim to monopolize available wage-work,  
on the other, in the claim to have control over all money income in the family. [30]
 
Because there is no explicit discussion of the nature of class – beyond her promising observation 
that gender can be a specification of class relations – it is difficult to know Federici’s rationale for 
claiming that these opportunistic acts were against men’s interests. Perhaps she feels that as men’s 
alienation and exploitation can only be solved by revolution, any behaviour that works against this 
goal is not in their interest; in this sense it might be said that although this opportunism was in their 
personal interests it remained against their class interests, but this formulation becomes unwieldy 
when we insist on seeing gender as a “specification of class,”[31] and unconvincing when we are 
given no evidence of male resistance to women’s subjugation. Men seem to have “voted with their 
feet,” perhaps resisting some aspects of class rule but often collaborating in new mechanisms of 
exploitation and oppression, so that like “whiteness” today, “maleness” in these instances seems to 
be the most important specification of class.

Whether or not the mass of men (or white people) are acting “in their class interests” really 
becomes a matter of what one wants to believe about the working class. From a certain 
philosophical perspective even the ruling class has an “interest” in abolishing class rule: it is 
obvious that once one has accepted the desirability of a classless non-hierarchical society, that goal 
seems far more alluring than waking up in this cesspool but finding out that you’ve won the lotto. 
But this is not usually how “class interest” is understood …

Perhaps one way to untie this knot is to acknowledge that men also must also have been warped by 
this process – becoming more sexist, less respectful of the women in their community, more prone 
to dismiss, to degrade, to beat and to rape. We are not told of any significant resistance to this 
transformation by the men concerned. So while the abstract genderless worker may have suffered as 



a result of these attacks on women, the new male worker was served by the increasing 
subordination of women – which in no way lessens the fact that this was a historic human tragedy.

ACT THREE: Still Higher Levels of Violence
We cannot know what would have happened had the balance of forces remained at this level, for 
events conspired to once again push the ruling class to the brink. Just a few hundred years after the 
plague, the labour shortage that continued into the 16th century due to the widespread hostility to 
capitalist work was exacerbated by a new decrease in the population (probably due to the increase 
in poverty as the gains of the 14th and 15th centuries were undone).

This was the era of the capitalist counter-revolution, and yet the new capitalist class could not create 
the labour they needed like they could make cloth or steel. Both Mies and Federici agree on this 
point that two of the greatest crimes of that age were committed to find a way around this crisis: 
mandatory procreation for European women and the mass kidnapping and enslavement of Africans. 
In Mies’ words: “The counterpart of the slave raids in Africa was the witch hunt in Europe. The two 
seem to be connected through the same dilemma with which the capitalist version of man-the-
hunter is faced: however much he may try to reduce women to a mere condition of production, to 
nature to be appropriated and exploited, he cannot produce living human labour power without 
women.”[32] 

While Federici does not deal with the effects of the slave trade on gender relations within Africa, 
and only touches upon the way in which ideas of male and female power developed amongst 
African slaves in the “New World,” she does note that “capitalism may not even have taken off 
without Europe’s ‘annexation of America,’ and the ‘blood and sweat’ that for two centuries flowed 
to Europe from the plantation.”[33] 

What Federici does concentrate on is the war against women in Europe, the hammer of 
housewifization which “degraded maternity to the status of forced labor.”[34] 

European men had been burning witches since the 15th century, but this had originally just been one 
part of the campaigns against the heretics. In the 16th century the persecution of witches went from 
the margins to being the center of this campaign, and the accusations changed from being primarily 
about religious beliefs to concentrating on sexual perversion, infanticide and reproduction. By the 
17th century as many as 100,000 women were killed, and just as many more had their lives ruined 
by the accusation.[35]

Whereas Mies emphasized the economic role of the Witch-Hunt, the way in which the theft of 
women’s property was part of primitive accumulation, Federici convincingly casts doubt on this, 
pointing out that the overwhelming majority of victims had no property or wealth to speak of. 
Rather, this was a politically motivated war against women: what had to be destroyed was “the 
female personality that had developed, especially among the peasantry, in the course of the struggle 
against feudal power, when women had been in the forefront of the heretical movements, often 
organizing in female associations, posing a growing challenge to male authority and the 
Church.”[36]

Federici does us the service of contextualizing this mass murder within a growing hostility to 
women. At the same time as “witches” were being publicly tortured and killed, governments across 
Europe were passing laws against contraception, abortion, adultery, and especially infanticide – all 
of which were punishable by death. Other changes registered at this time are also worth mentioning: 
prostitution was now criminalized in such a way as to harshly punish the woman but hardly touch 
the male customer, the word “gossip” (which had meant “female friend” previously) now took on 
disparaging meaning, and – like women in Iraq today – new levels of male hostility forced women 



indoors, for to be seen walking the streets without a male escort was to risk insult or attack.[37]

If it is tempting to see the Witch-Hunt as just one detail in this rise in misogyny, especially since 
historians are now saying that the number of dead was so much smaller than previously thought, 
one should remember what these trials and executions were like. These were public events, which 
normally involved new and incredibly sadistic forms of sexual torture approaching vivisection.[38] 
The way in which the “guilty” were executed was also harrowing – drowning, burning, etc. – and 
the entire village (including the woman’ children) was often forced to attend. So the 100,000 
witches who were burnt during the Great Hunt (if this number stands future scrutiny) would have 
had a very different psychological effect than 100,000 deaths on a battle field. The murder of each 
woman thus became powerful propaganda.

Nevertheless, all of these changes, and not just the Witch-Hunt, did come together as pieces of a 
larger puzzle; men with big ideas were making their dreams come true, finally summoning the 
necessary violence to snuff out centuries of rebellion and resistance to class rule. The draconian 
“pro-life” legislation; making money male by driving women out of the formal economy; the 
Witch-Hunt – all of this was supported by the leading intellectuals of the day. A modern process - 
“the secular courts conducted most of the trials, while in the areas where the Inquisition operated 
(Italy and Spain) the number of executions remained comparatively low”[39] – aimed at completely 
rooting out “a whole world of female practices, collective relations, and systems of knowledge that 
had been the foundation of women’s power in pre-capitalist Europe, and the condition for their 
resistance in the struggle against feudalism.”[40]

Other Lands
In the final chapter of Caliban and the Witch, Federici makes her most ambitious claim, that the 
Witch-Hunt was not just a European phenomenon, but also stretched across the Americas as 
conquistadors and pilgrims sought to break indigenous women’s power here. Relying on research 
by Irene Silverblatt and Luciano Parinetto[41], Federici argues that the colonization of the “New” 
World in many ways mirrored the proletarianization and housewifization that confronted men and 
women in Europe. Here too, women had the most to lose, often having enjoyed greater status and 
power here than their counterparts in Europe. Here too, the new colonial economy required a 
division be engineered between indigenous men and women. Finally, here too the hunting of 
witches served to “instill terror, destroy collective resistance, silence entire communities, and turn 
their members against each other.”[42] So by hunting witches the colonists “targeted both the 
practitioners of the old religion and the instigators of anti-colonial revolt, while attempting to 
redefine ‘the spheres of activity in which indigenous women could participate.’”[43]

It is here that Federici’s argument becomes less convincing. Silverblatt and Parinetto both seem to 
limit their studies to the colonization of modern-day Peru and Mexico by Spain – not a wide enough 
sample to draw any kind of solid conclusions about the experience of the victims of colonialism 
around the world. Research on colonialism in what is today Eastern Canada reveals that patriarchal 
divisions were indeed introduced into indigenous society by the fur trade and Christian 
missionaries, and that this did require the specific subjugation of indigenous women… but witch-
hunting was not involved.[44]

One assumes that a worldwide survey would find many other places where witch hunting either 
played a different role, or else where it has been absent altogether from the colonial experience. 
This is especially important, for in an off-hand way Federici implies that witch-hunting in modern-
day Africa and Brazil is essentially of a kind with the European Witch-Hunt, the result of neo-
colonial exploitation – perhaps, but the point is in no way proven.



More problematic, Federici’s analysis of colonialism seems inconsistent and underdeveloped (the 
chapter is the shortest in the book, only 25 pages). One suspects that this may be related to her 
ambiguity regarding divisions within the working class. To give just one example of the poles 
between which she seems torn, at one point we are told that proletarian misery in Europe “only 
lessened to the degree that the super-exploitation of workers had been exported, through the 
institutionalization of slavery, at first, and later through the continuing expansion of colonial 
domination”[45] … and yet later on we are told that “like the Conquest, the slave trade was an 
epochal misfortune for European workers”[46] because it strengthened the hand of the bourgeoisie. 

The end result is that even the most obvious specificities of colonialism (beyond super-exploitation) 
are glossed over, giving the impression that indigenous peoples are different from the European 
proletariat only insofar as they may be more or less successful in resisting capitalist rule. Genocide 
itself is subsumed into the relationship between capital and labour, as when the annihilation of 
indigenous nations – which is described as a Holocaust – is explained as “work, disease and 
disciplinary punishments”[47] killing two thirds of the indigenous population. It is a painful fit to 
try and stuff the extermination of entire peoples into that box.

Noting this, one wonders about the virtual absence of Jews and Moslems from Federici’s account. It 
has been established that relations between Christendom and these groups were also thoroughly 
gendered. Pogroms, the crusades, legal codes which proscribed the death penalty for any Christian 
woman found guilty of miscegenation, the oversexualized Christian stereotypes about Jews, the use 
of rape in warfare… all of this is mentioned only in passing, if at all. Agreeing with Federici’s 
observation that primitive accumulation necessitates the accumulation of hierarchies within the 
proletariat, one is left wondering how the imposition of hierarchies of “race” played out in the 
European subcontinent. 

Taking It From Here
Caliban and the Witch is a fascinating book. With broad strokes, it sketches a picture of the anti-
capitalist struggle in Europe which is both informative and inspiring.

A careful reading not only reveals much about “primitive accumulation,” but exposes a structural 
link to violence against women. It is a book that helps lay the foundation for a movement that will 
be at the same time anti-colonialist, anti-patriarchal and anti-capitalist. It also brings much needed 
clarity to the question of the “mind-body split,” a question which seems to have the potential to 
integrate the struggles of trans-people,[48] the otherly abled, the anti-psych movement and others 
within an anti-capitalist framework. 

In other words, this book should be read and debated by all people who struggle for human 
liberation.

That said, on the question of colonialism and divisions between different sections of the working 
class, Federici is at times inconsistent. While it in no way diminishes what is good about Caliban 
and the Witch, this book should not stand alone. As I have already noted, the larger story told here is 
not new, and without providing an exhaustive list I would strongly suggest people also check out 
Maria Mies’ Patriarchy and Accumulation on a World Scale, Butch Lee’s The Military Strategy of 
Women and Children, and the growing body of literature examining how capitalism either uses or 
introduces patriarchy to those societies it colonizes. J. Sakai’s Settlers: Mythology of the White 
Proletariat (which does not deal with gender), and Butch Lee and Red Rover’s Night-Vision: 
Illuminating War and Class on the Neo-Colonial Terrain (which does deal with gender) are also 
worth reading for the light they shine on the question of how classes are made and unmade, and the 
role of parasitism and opportunism (which capitalism tells us to call “ambition”) in this process.



Despite some weaknesses, Caliban and the Witch promises to become a classic, and this is a good 
thing. By showing how men’s struggles against women have been necessary for developing more 
advanced forms of exploitation, Federici provides us with the evidence necessary to draw our own 
conclusions about class and class collaboration. She also gives us a both terrifying and empowering 
vantage point from which to understand not only our history but also our future.

Throughout the world, countries devastated by neo-colonialism have experienced the growth of 
men’s movements that aim at rolling back the gains women made during the anti-colonial 
revolutions (that they are doing this while trumpeting the anti-colonial rhetoric of thirty years ago 
should not fool us). Like the Witch-Hunt, we are told that this is due to cultural backwardness and 
surviving feudal traditions, and yet upon looking closer here too we see that what is going on seems 
without precedent, cut from new cloth, modern and capitalistic. This is the most important place to 
apply what Federici teaches (if at times despite herself): that the rise of ambitious male classes 
depends on the intense patriarchal subjugation of “their” women.

It is only by remembering this, by facing the hard truths of our present and our past, that we can 
move beyond following in the footsteps of this men’s movement or that, and perhaps finally 
reconstitute a resistance movement that tolerates no hierarchy and accepts no exploitation, 
demanding at a minimum liberation for all.
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